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Zusammenfassunq

Murgänge stellen in Gebirgsregionen ein bedeutendes Gefah-
renpotential dar. Eine eingehende Analyse der Berichte von
Murgangereignissen aus der ganzen WeIt zeigt, dass solche
Abflüsse schubweise auftreten und sich instationär verhal-
ten, und dass dabei grosse Gesteinsblöcke in einem Brei aus
Feinmaterial und hlasser bewegt werden. Die ausserordentliche
Schadenswirkung ist bedingt durch das pulslerende Verhalten
der Murgänge sowie durch ihre Fähigkeit, grosse Blöcke zu
transportieren. Es gab bisher kelne befriedigenden Erklä-
rungsansätze für diese Eigenschaften; eine neue Erklärung
ergibt sich mit dem Konzept von dispersiven Scherspannungen
granularer Materialien, das zum Resultat führt, dass sich
keine Körner aus der Strömung absetzen können, und nit der
Betrachtung einer Oberflächeninstabilltät (Ro1lnellen).
Dieser neue Ansatz wird durch Naturmessungen unterstützt.

Eine Untersuchung des äusserst instationären, ungleichförml-
gen und schubweisen Abflusses ist sehr schwierig. Mit elner
speziellen Versuchsrlnne, auf deren Sohle sich ein Förder-
band aufwärts bewegt, wurden Entstehung, Verhalten und
Eigenschaften von Wellen in sehr konzentrierten Korn-Flüs-
sigkeits-Gemischen studiert. Diese Weflen verhielten slch
ähnlich wie die Schübe (oder Pulse) von llurgängen. Die beo-
bachteten Geschwlndigkeits- und Dlchteprofile in den Wellen
geben Anhaltspunkte iiber die inneren Beeregungsabläufe in
einem Murenschub. Aufgrund der Beobachtungen kann folgendes
vermutet werden: Das Verhalten einer an Feststoffen konzen-
trierten Welle lrird vor allem durch die groben Partlkel be-
stimmti die Front eines Pulses yrirkt sehr erodierend, wäh-
rend der hintere Teil wahrscheinlich weniger erodiert oder
sogar Material ablagert; die maximale ttöhe (Abflusstiefe)
eines Pulses wird durch den Geschwindlgkeitsgradienten in-
nerhalb des Abflusses bestimmt.

Die komplizierte Art der PartikeLbe\.regungen innerhalb der
I,lellen lassen vermuten, dass eine elnfache analytische Er-
klärung dafür kaum genügen kann; es existieren zonen sowohl
langsamer als auch schneller Scherung, und die AussLchten
für einen nützJ-ichen theoretischen Ansatz zur Beurteilung
der Murganggefährlichkeit scheinen zur Zeit gering. Es be-
steht daher ein dringliches Bedürfnis nach dem Errichten
einer Datenbank über Murenereignisse, damit empirische An-
sätze geprüft und verfeinert werden können. Die besten Aus-
sichten für eine detailllerte Analyse des Murgangverhaltens
und für Vorarrssagen ciarüber versprechen dLe numerische Simu-
Iation der Partikelbewegung von Granulaten, zusammen mlt der
Anwendung von empirischen Modellen.
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ABSTNACT

Debris flows are now recognised as a very eignificant hazard
in hilly or rountainoua regions. Collation of deecriptive
raterial fror rany partg of the world shows that debris flowg are
unsteady, pulsing-flow events, and that they consist of large
eolids shearingl in a elurry of fine solids in water. The extra-
ordinary debrir-flow hazard reeulte fror the pulsing nature of
the flow and ita ability to transport large boulders; exiating
explanationg of these phenorena are inadequate, and are

superseded by consideration of dispersive grain stresses which

lead to non-depositional flow, and free-surface ("rol1-wave")
instebility. Field data support this new explanation.

Analyeia of the highly unsteady, non-uniforn pulsing flor is
not feasible, ro laboratory tests using a rovinE-bed flure
studied the developrent, behaviour and characteristics of high-
concentration gralr-iD-fluid waves. These waves behaved

sirilarly to reported debris-flow pulsee. Observation of
velocity and concentration profiles within the waves sugge.ta
insighta into thd internal rotion of debris flow pulses. It
appeara that wave behaviour ia largely controlled by the large
grains provided the slurry is sufficiently dense, that the front
of a pulse is highly erosive while the tail is probably less
erogive or depositional, and that the raxirun height of a pulse
ig controlled by the velocity gradient within the flow.

The corplex nature of grain flows within the waves suggeats

that a single analytical explanation is unlikely to be

satisfactory; both slow and rapid shear regions exist, and

useful theoretical lnput into debris flow hazard aesesslent ig a

distant prospect. An irrediate need, therefore, is for
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collation of a database of debriä flox behaviour

elpirical nodels can be evaluated and refined.
proapect for detailed explanation and prediction

behaviour is nulerical sirulation of individual
in colbination with erpirical rodels.

so that

The best

of debrig flow

Srain dynarica,
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I. INTRODUCTION T

In recent yearg there has been a glrowing recognition in the
western world that debris flows are an ilportant contributor to
the geographic rodification of nany steepland valleys and fane.
This hag resulted in a dranatic increase in the nunber of gtudies
of debrie flow phenorena, and in greatry increased interest in
the long-atanding researcb proglrannes on debrie flows in Japan,

Ruseia and chiaa. rt is nor clear that debris flows can be one

of the loet intense erogion phenonena known (Eisbacher, r9g2) and

ere correapondingly destructive and danllerous where they can

affect huean life and works. rn order to predict the occurrence
and effecte of debris flows, sone degree of understanding of
their bebaviour ig required; to date such predictions have been

largely erpirical and hence restricted in their applicability.
Most of the analyeea that have been attenpted are highly
idealised in aseuning, atrong other things, steady uniforn flow,
an asaunption 6rossly inappropriate for a phenonenon, the loat
strikins characteristic of which is the extrerely unsteady and

non-uniforl pulsin5 nature of the flow.
The objective of the work described in this report is to

explore in a prelininary fashion the characteristics of the
debris waves that o""rr. i'nost destructive debris flows, and to
indicate pronising directions for further research. The

apparatus developed to achieve this is rather unusual, and

following a preliainary description and analysis of debris frow
behaviour its principal linitations and potentiar are explained
in sone detail. The characteristics of the experiarentar debrie
waves are then degcribed and discussed, and the inprications of
these results for the nechanics of field debris flows are
out I i ned.
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2. TIIB DBBRTS trLOW PAOELBTI:

A typical debrie flow event congists of a serieg of raves of

laterial, corprising a slall percentage of water rixed with a

nuch Iarger percentage of solids (clay, silt, eand, gravel and

boulderg), which rove rapidly down a steep channel as a result of

rainfall or snownelt in tbe catchrent. These waves are often

superirposed on "nornal" flood flow in the channel though flor

nay ceaae altodether before and between the arrival of waves at a

sqction. Debris flow waves have been reported to be up to 5 n

high, noving at up to 13 l/g and with a bulk density of up to 2.5
2

t/n"l an event ray consist of a sin8le wave' or up to several

hundred. Instantaneous discharges of up to 2000 l37s fror a 4?

kr2 catchnent have been neasured (see frontiapiece).

The practical difficulties of preventing darade frol such

events are obvious. Because the flow is highly non-uniforr and

carries with it huge volunes of sedinent, raxirur flow depthg are

nuch greater than would be the case in a norral water flood flow'

and channel-side objects are ruch nore ausceptible to

destructioni bridge and culvert flow capacities can easily be

exceeded. The high density of the flow raterial, and its

ability to carry large bouldera, give it a high destructive

potential by pressure, abrasion and irpact. l{orlal flood

protection reasures will probabLy be quite inadequate. The

rarity of debris flows, althou6h resultinli in a low probability

of occurrence in a 6iven tire period, reans that when one does

occur the chance of extrene dalage is hi8h becauge protection

reasurea adainet such a rare event are not econonically

jus t i fied.
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Bqually obvious are the difficulties of studyinC and

reasuring debris frows in the field. Grven that they occur at
the height of high-iateneitv atorng in highry eroded, unstable
steeplands rhere accesg is not easy at the best of tinee, it rs
not surpriaing that even to see a debris flow, let arone be in a

poeitiot to leasure it, is a rarity. Cbinese and Japanege

workers heve been able to record eventg in placee where they
occur tuch rore frequently than usual, but even here the data
acguired hae been restricted to easiry-reagured variablee such ag

eurface velocity, rurface level and the properties of the sarpled
flow raterial. Crucial variables such as the velocity
distribution in a vertieal, total flow depth (adnitting the
possibllity of cevere bed gcour and,/or filt during the passage of
a wave) and variation of laterial corposition in a vertical have
not yet been reaaured.

The corlon alternatives to field Beasure'eDt of a phenorenon

are to reproduce it under controlled conditions (and perhaps at
reduced scale) in a laboratory, and to analyse it on the basis of
accepted theory. The forner appears to be in principle a

feasible propoeit'ion gince debris flows have been reported to
occur in the field at a very snall scale (pierson, I9g0a), but
the pulsing nature of the frows requires that even at raboratory
scale a very long channel would be needed to allow full
developnent and leasurerent of the wavee. Bven tben, obtainiog
data frol the roving wave wourd be very difficurt, as wourd be

correctingl the data for the effect of the channel sidewalls, and

also choosing the appropriate naterial lixture so that the eral.l-
scale flow behavee in the aare way ae a large fierd debris flow;
scaling up the laboratory results to apply to the full_scale
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gituation r*ould also be at best a tentative procedure at the
present sta!!e of knowledge.

Theoretical analysis of a phenouenon requires at the very
leaet an adequate physical descri.ption of the behaviour involved,
and this ig not preeently available for debrie flowe. f,ence,

while a variety of analyses have been put forward, tbe physical

data are not sufficiently precise to allow theae to be adeguately

tested, and rost of the theoriee geer to rou6hly fit the

-available facts. The use of these theorieg for predicting;

debris flow behaviour is thus rather lirited, and depends heavily
on the use of erpirical data rather than fundalental explanation
of the phenoieDa.

The bagic probler of debris flows, then, is to obtain an

adequate description of the behaviour and characteristics of a

debris flow wave; only then can an analyeis be sensibly sought.

3. THB T{ATURE OF DEBRIS FLO$S:

A debris flow is fundanentally differeat fron a.norlal'
flow of water which transporte sedinent. In the latter, the
solid sedirent'grains love in responae to the gravity-driven flow
of water past then. rn a debris flow the water and sorids forl
a sinlle heterogleneous fluid in which all corponents are acted on

by gravity to naintain the flow, and there is no significant
seltregation of any conponent - water and grains of al1 sizes are
rore or less uniforrly distributed throughout the flow. An

ilportant consequeDce is that deposition of solid grains fron a

debrie flow does not occuri under conditions such ae a reduction
of slope which would reduce the transport capacity of a water

flow, aud cauee eedirent to depocit, a debris flon will slow down
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en rasge rrithout any preferential deposition of solids (Benda,

1985; Cogta and Jarrett, l98l). Ilence the largely eroaive
neture of debris flows ag reported by tan Eingyan (l9g5). f
further consequence of the Dature of debris flows ia that all
corponenta of the flow rove at the sare velocity, or distribution
of velocitier. Iheee two characteriatica are iuportant in
alloring a realietic gilulation of debris flows using the rovine-
bed apparatug degcribed below.

"In terls of practical needs, the ilportant characterietics
of debris flow ravee are their height and speed, rhich dictate
the extent and severity of the daeage they cause in a channel.
The experirents described in this report are therefore
interpreted in the li6ht of the need to predict these factors.

Pron the above auuary it is obvious that, in the writer's
opinion, current understanding of debris flowe and their
procoasea is extrerely lilited - so linited, in fact, that any

atterpt at sophieticated anarysie is quite inappropriate because

of the lack of physical facts vrith rhich to check the analysie.
The preaent work is an attelpt to find a physical franework for
debris flow behaviour, and the resulte and discussions are

therefore expressed.rainly in qualitative, phyeical teras. Ihe
trap of "rathelatistry" has recentry been described very clearly
by ßleles (r986) in the context of hydrorogy, with the concrusion
that with today's advanced anaryticar and conputer nethode too
rueh research effort is expended in thie direction and too little
on phyeical investigations on which to base advanced analyses.
This trap ie therefore avoided in this report.
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4. DBBRIS trLOIIS - CURNBNT trNOWLBDGE:

As nentioned above, there are in the literature lany reports

of debris flows in various parts of the world. Recent review

papera (Johnson and Rodine, 1984; Costa' 1984; Innes' I984;

Takahashi, 1981a) sualarise these and it is clear that despite

lany local variatione of clirate, topography' geology and

vegetation, certain features of the flows apPear consistently.

For e*anple (Davies, 1985, 1986)' there are distinct differencee

in" flow behaviour between flows with bulk densities less than

about I.5 f/13 and those greater than about 1.8 T/nS; the forrer

behave lore or leee like ordinary water floods (excePt that the

fluid is a aud slurry) and coarae graine are noved like nornal

bedload, at the base of the flow and in contact with the bed..

The Iatter, by contrast, have highly interlittent' pulsind: flow;

the flow in the pulses appears laninar, coarse grains are present

at all levels within the flow' and severe vertical erosion of the

channel occurs, rhile flow between the pulses is einilar to that

of the lower-density flowg (Pierson' 1980b).

In practical terns, the factors which lead to danage to

streanside facilities are the surgiing' internittent nature of the

flow and its abil"ity to transport large boulders. The lower-

density, non-surging flow episodes are lese destructive; however

they nay be lore significant than the hiSh-density flows in

causing river problens farther downstrear downetrean since,

though transportio€ less sedinent per cubic letre of water, they

occur nuch aore frequently. The eedinent transport caPacity of

low-denaity flows ig presently under investi6ation at the V.A.l{.

with a view to the developnent of an extension to the recent

equatioo for the bedload capacity of clear-nater flows in steep
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channels (srart and Jae6gi, lg83). This report concentratea on

the surging of the higher-deneity flows.

4. I Occurrencel

Not all rainstorrs give rise to debris flows, even in
regions where flors are corron. Debris flowe are roet often
observed inredietely following bursts of extrenely inteose rain
which occur fror tire to tire in the course of a long-duration

etora (Okuda gL gL, 1980; Pieraon, 1980b; Ikeya, l9?6; Niyazov

and Degovets, 1975i Curry, 1966). It appears that the very

intense rain, fallin6 onto a previously saturated Iandscape with
already high river flors, triggers the phenonenon. Bxceptions

to this are those catastrophic nudflows reported by Niyazov and

Degoveta (f9?5) which origlinated in the collapse of a glacial

loraiue and releage of irpounded lake erater. Sharp and tfobles
(f953) reported snowrelt-initiated debris flows.

It is also clear that a large volune of available sedirent
ia a necesgary condition for debris-flow occurrence. üany flows
are aggociated rith channels containing a deep bed of widely-
graded elluvial laterial, fed by tributary streals flowing in
steep, rapidly-eroding ravinee with ehattered lithology so that
during heavy rain the sedilent coneentration in streans ie high.
Availability of eedirent in the channel and on hillslopes nay

thus influence whether or not a particular rainstorn will give

rise to a debris flow (Zhang e! aI, l98S).

4.2 tla.ior Features:

Debris flows ag reported vary widely in character. Sore

are barely distinguishable fron norral water floods, having
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nerely a very high suspended sedinent concentration; their flow

is turbulent and steady in the short tern, and coarse material i.s

carried as bedload at the base of the flow. These are often

referred to as "hyper-concentrated" fIows. At the other extrerne

are the very high-density (bulk densities up to 2.53 T/n3 have

been reported), extrernely internittent fIows, in which pulses

with large instantaneous discharges are separated by Periods of

zero flow. There does 4g! seem to be a continuous variation of

behaviour between these two extremes, however, and it aPPears

that the sudden onset of Pulsing in a previously steady flow is

the result of sone instability process. For exanple' Li et aI

(1983) report that in the JianSjia Eavine, China' increasing flow

rates carry sedinent norually i.n increasing quantities until the

flow rate reaches about 5 t3/", *hu.aupon the flow ceases for up

to 30 rninutes; thereafter a series of largie discrete sLurry

waves passes down the channel. Following the passage of the

last wave, the flow becones continuous agiain. It seens clear

that the transition fron steady to Pulsing flow occurs abruptly

and reflects a fundanental change in flow mechanics.

In a sinilar way, it aPPears to be alnost invariably the

pulsing flows which carry Iarge boulders aIong with then;

Pierson (1980b) for exanple, describes pulses in which large

rocks appear at the flow surface, while in the turbulent non-

pulsing flow between the surges coarse naterial- was carried along

at the base of the flow as norrnal bedload. The ability of a

fLow to transport large grains throughout its depth, then' is in

sone way associated with the surging Process. only one report

(Li and Luo, l98l) seerns to describe a non-pulsing flow of high

density, but sone anbiguity renders the description unclearl as
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shoh'n later, in such large channels at very high flow rates,
pulse anplitude nay tend to reduce with distance downstreal.

The other najor features of debris flows are sunnarised in
Table 1, in which 3 lain types of debris flow are distinguished

as follows:

Type I low density, continuous flow.

Type 2 high density, pulsing flow.

Type 3 high density, single pulse onIy.

Type.3 flowe have been observed at Japanese field sites and in

laboratory experiuents, and have been the subject of extensive

analysis (Takahashi 19?8, 1980, 1981a, b). As will be seen

later, the occurrence of only a single pulse nay well reflect a

different rode of oridin for these flows, hence the need to

distioguish thel fron Type 2 flows.

1ABLE I
pBBnIS FrOW CHARACTERTqTLA-ü

(after Davies, 1986)

Flow Type I
Characterist ic

Flow

Appearance

Sizes present

above bed

Coarse load

Density

Viscosity

Velocity

Bffect on bed

S t eady

Turbul en t

Fi ne

At bed

< 1,6 T,zn3

el0-100 x water

Lowi s 2 m/s

Depositional

Pulsing

Lauinar

Fine + coarse

Throughout

depth

: 1.8 T/u3

>1000 x water

High; ry 3-5n/s

Very erosive

Single pulse

Lan i nar

Coarse + fine

Throughout depth

: 1,8 T/n3

>1000 x water

High

Very erosive
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The deneity lirits gliven in Table I are very approxirate,

and will probably vary with local circurstances.

5. PRBVIOUS BXPI.ANATIONS OF DBBRIS-FLOII BBf,AVIOUR:

The rost siglnificant characterietics of debri.e flong are

their pulsing nature and their ability to carry large partlclee

at the eurface of, or within, the flor without their sinking to

the bed. Previous attelpts to explain these phenorena are now

di scuseed.

5.1 Pulsinf Flow:

The interuittent neture of large debris flows is aleo geen

in srall debris flows and debrig slides. In the latter case,

observation hae shown (Pierson, 1980b; Johnaon, 1970; Broscoe

and Thoupson, 1969; Sharp and llobleg, 1953) that a pulse can be

generated by the entry of a debris slide to a gtrean channel,

forning a telporary datr; subsequent robilisation of this

laterial due to rising water level upstrea! reeults in a surge-

wave travelling down strea!. It seers unlikely, however, that

this nechanier can satisfactorily explain puleing in large debris

flows, due to the volune of naterial which would be needed to dar

a large channel full of water, Nor doeg it eeer likely that the

entry of realistically-sized debris slides to the channel would

occur in such a tine sequence that large waves could be generated

by superposition of sraller ones. The pulsing of large debris

flows eeele nore likely to be caueed by sore intrinsic

inetability of slurry flow in an open channel; certainly Niyazov

and llegovets (19?5) are of the opinion that rudflow pulsing
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reaults fror channel proceaees, and their report of several large
pulses resultin6 fror a single initiating event eupportg this
content ion.

It is concluded that no detailed explanation for the pulsing

of large debria florg haa previously been available, but that it
is likely to be the result of internal flow procesees rather than

fror external gtirulation of an interlittent nature.

" 5.2 Supoort of Larfe Grains:

Three independent lechanisrg have previougly been propoaed

to explain the abillty of debris flows to carry large rockg which

are not in direct contact with the etationary bed of the flon:
(i) The cohegive streDgth of the fine raterial in the flow

(e.9., Johngon, lg70; f,arpton, l9?S, t9?g; üiddleton and

Harpton, l9?6; Rodine and Johnson, I926).
(ii) Duoyancy duc to excegs pore-water presiure within the body

of tbe flow (e.9., gatpton, l9?g; pierson, lggl).
(iii) Digpersive pressure caused by interglranuLar contact

etresses rerulting fror grains shearin6 past each other
(e,9., Bagnbld, 1954, 1956; takahashi, l9?9, f9g0).
These rechanigls are now exanined in thie order.

5.2.1 Coheaive Strentth:

ft has been shown that, when stationary, debris flow
raterial has gubstantial yield strength (that is, it can resigt
an applied streee without yieldiDg) due to the cohesion of the
'clay particlea present (Pierson, lg8li Johnson, lg?0) and ig
thus capable of aupportlngi large grains. In this situation the
exeess weight of a 6rain is transferred to the ground below

through the unyielding structure of the stationary naterial.
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when the naterial is in rnotion, however, then by definition its

yield strength has sonewhere been exceeded, and a continuous

unyieldingnatrixnolongerexiststotransferthegrain'sweight

to the ground. If general shearing is taking Place within the

flow, then no part of the flow can possess strength' and the

inposition of an additional stress - such as placing a boulder in

the flow - will result only in further chang:es in the rate of

sheariagrainofexcessdensitycannotthenbesuPportedbythe

flow material. Even if part of the flow is non-shearing'

forrning a rigid plug that noves with the flow (Johnson' 1970)'

this plug cannot be suPPorted by any strength of the flowing

naterialbetweenitandthebed.Aflowingfluidcannot

sinultaneously act as a solid' OnIy if aII the flow naterial

forns a rigid plug, which is sliding along the underlying ground

without any continuous deforrnation, can the strength of the

naterial supPort solids of excess density'

The experinents of HanPton (f9?5) aPparently demonstrated

the ability of a flowing Kaolin-in-water slurry to support Iarger

heavy grains in the absence of suspension by turbulence' and in

the absence of dispersive stresses between the larger grains.

Since the volune concentration of the larger grains was about

l0%, however, Hanpton's clain that disPersive stresses were

avoided cannot be sustained; Bagnold (I955) states that when

grain concentrations reach about 10%, grain collisions becone "a

certainty''becausethelinearconcentrationbecornesgreaterthan

unity, and dispersive stresses will therefore be present' It

seenslikely,then,thatthe''conpetence',ofaflowingslurryto

support heavy grains denonstrated by llanPton (I9?5) resulted fron

dispersive Pressure rather than fron any strength of the slurry

(Hanpton, 19?9, P.754) .
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Gaeual experirent with slurry raterial showe that, when it ir
stationary, heavy etores will reet on the surface without
sinking; es aoon as the body of the slurry is continuously
disturbed, however, the etones will sink to the botton. .

It is concluded that the concept of girain support by the
cohegive atrength of floring debris ig unrealistic.

5.2.2 Buoyancy:

Eaupton (1979) and Piergon (I98f) both envisaged that 6ralns
bf excess density eould be supported by buoyancy forceg greater

than thoee to be expected fror the density of the flowing
raterial, if the pressure of pore fluid within the flowing
raterial increased rith depth at a rate greater than hydrostatic.
Piergon (f98f) reasured pore presauree in tanks containing
stationary debris flow naterial, and also the rate of change of
pore pressure following rixing; he concluded that since excess

pore fluid pressures occurred following uixing, and dissipated
only slowly (over several hours) grains could be supported by

this lechanier for a length of tine of the order of the duration
of a debris flow. llarpton (fg?g) sanpled the heavy grains
present in the upper portions of stationary slurries at
unspecified tiree after nixing, and clained that the results
supported the buoyancy concept.

Once again, the difficulty with this idea Iiee in
transferring a principle, which is legitiuate in a stationary
slurry' to a floning body of debris. certainly, in a etationary
body of debris flow raterial, connectione between voids will be

snall and excess pore fluid pressures will dissipate only slowly;
overlying heavy solidg can be partly supported by this excesg
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preasure since their excess weight ig balanced, and transferred
to the bed, by contained stationary col.ulns of high-preseure

fluid. In a shearing body of raterial, however, solid 6raina of
all eizes are continuouely noving relative to one another, and

voids and their inter-connections will be continuously changing

in location and 6eoretry. Thus pore preasures will be able to

dissipate rapidly (of the order of geconds or less) because pore

fluid is able to nove easily in response to a pressure gradient.

Again, the flowing laterial is unable to resiet an applied

itress, and any pressure gradient will cause additional flow, and

hence dissipate. If a rigid plug of debrig is rovin6 with the

flow, because shear stresses within it are legs than its yield

strength (Johnson, l9?0), then excess pore pressures can exist
within it and will dissipate slowly. It is still the case,

however, that this pressure cannot be transferred to the lower

flow boundary through the shearing layer that exists betrreen the
plug and the flow boundaries, since excess pressures will

dissipate rapidly in this layer.

It is concluded that the concept of grain support by

buoyancy due to excess pore fluid pressures is not realistic.

5.2.3, Dispersive presaure:

Bagnold (1956, 1968), Lowe (1976) and Takahashi (19?8, l9B0)

have proposed that the phenonena of debris flows can be explained

by the concept that when solid graina are preaent within a

shearing fluid, contacts between g:rains reeult in a tendency for
grains to be forced apart, away fron each other. The existence

of thie dispersive pressure is beyond guestion (Bagnold, lgb4;

Bailard and Innan, 1979) and the process inplies that, under
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inertial 6rain shearing conditions (see below), large grains rill
be forced towarde the low-sbear reglion of 6rain notion, that is,
to the surface of the grain layer. The further analyses of Lowe

(f976) and Takahashi (19?8, lg80) confirn the realisn of the

concept and its relevance sone aspects of debris flow behaviour.

It is the rore puzzliDg, therefore, that while other

investigators have 6;iven the dispersive etress concept brief
consideration, they diacard the idea in favour of less plauaible

ideas (Johnson, l9?0; Pierson, 1980b).

It say be algnificant that oost studiea assule that grain

interaction in a debris flow rill be inertial in nature.

Accordin6 to Bagnold (1956), grain shearing wiII be inertial or
viecoug according as the grain flow paraneter c2 is greater than

1500 or lese than 100; c2 is given by

c2 cn2t

rn2
a

(r)

where 6 = grein denslty, It = drain dialeter, T = solid-
tranelitted shear stress (- total shear strees et high grain

concentrations), X = linear glrain concentration (= grain

diareter/lean radial separation distance) and n" = apparent

dynalic viscgsity of intergranular fluid. In inertial grain

shearingi, lorentur is transferred anong grains by inpulsive

contacts, that is, g:rain nonentun resulting fron a collision is
not all transferred to the intergranular fluid between successive
glrain contacts. fn viscous grain shearing, grain lonentul

resulting fron a collision is entirely dissipated by fluid
friction before the next collision. Bagnold (fg56) shows that
graine will disperse at uniforn concentration throughout the flow
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only if c2.100, which, if the intergranular fluid is water,
sets an upper linit of D ry 50 nicrons for grains of quartz
density. This appears to explain the existence of glurries of
clay particleg in water, which do not show a concentration
gradient with depth (Bagnold, l956; Carter, fg?S).

ft appears, however, that the grain collieion conditions in
debris flows, in which uany grains are very nuch larger than 50

nicrong, Dust be inertial, and the uniforr dispersion of large
grains through the whole flow depth is not predicted by the

dispersive stress analyses of Takahashi (lg?8, lgg0) or Lowe

(f9?6) (although it is assured by Bagnold (f968)).

None of these nechanisns yet offers any explanation of the
pulsing behaviour of large debris flor*g.

6. PRESENT EXPLANATIoNI

Type I debris flows do not appear to differ fron nornal
streanflow in any fundanental way. Their behaviour can probably

be explained, therefore, by the nornal procesaes of sedinent

transport by water, perhaps nodified to account for the reduction
of turbulence intensity by the fine naterial suspended in the
flow. The high-density, pulsing Type 2 and 3 flows, however,

appear to behave in a very different lanner, and a different
explanation oust be sought. Type 3 (single-pu1se) flows have

been analysed with sone success by Takahashi itgZA, I9g0) on the
basis that such a flow occurs when a rapidly-increasing seepage

flow of water first reaches the surface of a sloping sand or

Sravel deposit. The deposit can clearly contain only a snall
proportion of fine naterial, since its perreability nust be hi.gh

in order to allow significant seepagle to occur. Experirent and
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theory, the latter based on Bagnold's inertial flow equationg and

assuning eseentially that the debris flow is equivalent to
intense bedload transport in a very shallow fIow, shows that a

ein6le pulse will reeult; the association of debris flowg in
Japan with intense bursts of rain (Okuda et aI, 1980) is in

accord with tbis explanation, which cannot however explain the

rultiple-pulge eventg recorded in uany catchlents. takahaghi

(198fb) and co-norkers (Takahashi, Ashida and Sawai, 1981) have

extended their analysis of type 3 flows to derive procedures for

identifyind hazard zones.

the followind explanation of Lvpe 2 flows is baeed on the

observed flow characteristice. It is at this stage a hypothesia

only, and ac such is colplerentary to, rather than superseding,

other theorieg such ag those of Takahashi (19?8, 1980), Johnson

(1970) and Johnson and Fodine (f984) with which it overlaps.

Being developed frol the practical ail of explaining and

predictingl the occurrerce and hei6ht of debris floi' surges,

however, it does appear to offer a pronising avenue for further

investigation, and the experinents described later lend support

to the realisr of the concept.

The basis of the idea is that althougJh a debris flow

coneists of a rixture of water and solids of nany sizes, it can

be realistically rodelled as a 3-conponent systen, the corponente

of which are water, fine solids (up to I un dianeter) and coarlre

solids (lore than I nn in dianeter). Further, it seens likely

that when a large eoncentration of fines is present, the fine

solids and water will forn a alurry in which the solids do not

iov€ very ruch relative to the water, and the whole flow can then

be considered as a honog;eneous, viscous, dense fluid with coarae
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llrains dispersed in it, This aasunption both sinplifies the

situation by reducing the nuuber of independent corponelts
present and increases its versatility by allowing the density and

viscosity of the intergranular fluid to vary. The idea has been

proposed previously (Davies, 1985, 1986; Shen and Xie, lgSE) and

is here explored in greater detail.

The rechanics of flows in which hi6h concentrations of

coarse grains interact with an intergranular fluid are as yet but

poorly understood (Savage, 1984), and in spite of lany nore

recent and sophisticated analyses (e.S., Savage, 1979; Bailard

and Iunan, 19?S; Savage et al, 1983) the pioneering work of

Bagnold (1954, 1955, 1956) reuains substantially intact as a

sirple and realistic approach to the problea. Fron the resulta

of experinents in which various concentrations of neutrally-

buoyant beads were sheared in the annular space between two

vertical concentric cylindera, the outer of which rotated,

Bagnold derived elpirical relationships between grain

concentration, rate of shear, fluid density and viscosity, shear

stress and direct stress exerted by the fluid-grain nixture at

the flow boundaries. It was clear fron these experiaents that

when grain concentrations and fluid viscosity were low, or grain

size and shear stresF were large, the viscoeity of the

intergranular fluid had Iittle effect on the boundary stresses,

which derived nostly fron grain contacts; this is Bagnold's

"inertial flow" regine. By contrast, with the opposite

conditions the stresses are significantly affected by fluid
properties, and this is the uacroviscous flow regine. As noted

earlier, lacroviscous flow is only to be expected in large-scale

flows of quartz-density solids in water if those solids are very
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fine; thus all previous explanations of debris-flow behaviour
based on dispersive stress have aseured inertial flow. rf,
however, the intergranular fluid is the slurry of fine grainr in
water, then its density and particularly its viscosity can be

eubstantially greater than those of water and luch larger grai.ns
can experience racroviacoug shearinS conditions in thie slurry.

The si'gnificance of lacroviscous shear in expraining debris-
flow behaviour lieg in Bagnold's (1956) deduction that large
grainr in a lacroviscous flow of lirited depth will be dispersed
throughout the flor depth at rore or lees unifort! concentration-
Thlr provides a theoreticar explanation for the ability of debris
flows to traneport large boulders which are visible at or near
the flow eurface. Thou5h not yet deronstrated experinentally,
the deduction aeels theoretieally sound.

The hypotheeis is thus proposed. that the ability of a

of
nacroviscous flow conditions.

Eagtrold (1955) further shows that, when shear stress in a

nacrovigcous flow of already hig;h concentration increases (due to
an increase in flow depth, or slope, or grain concentration),
this increase of shear atress causes the grain-carrying capacity
of the flow to decreage. . In a nornal, bedload_transporting flow
such a decrease in capacity wourd cause large grains to deposit
on the bed; since the large grains in a nacroviscous flow are
unifo'ly dispereed, however, and in fact forn an integral part
of the grain-fluid nix which constitutes the flow (noving at
essentially the sare speed ae the intergranular fluid),
deposition of the large grains is inpossible. The only way in
which fewer large grains per unit tine can be transported,
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therefore, is if the velocity of the whole flow (grains and

fluid) decreases. Such a decrease will cause rore rapidly-

loving flow fror upstrean to accululate at the section of lower

velocity, increasing the flow depth and shear etress there eo

that the flow capacity is further reduced. The orig:inal flow is

thuc unstable against a snall disturbance and will tend to

spontaneously develop alternatingl faster and llower, ehalfower

and deeper reaches, which will love downstree! as incipient

surges.

The bccurrence of nacrovigcoug flow thus apPears able to

cause both the dispersion of large graina and, because the flow

is non-depositional, the pulsing behaviour aeen in tyPe 2 debris

flows. In the followin6 section this idea ig tested with field

data.

6.1 Test: onset of pulsinf flow

Bagnold (1954) glives eq(l) as the criterion for the

occurrence of racroviscous flow. This can be expanded to

(Eagnold,1956)

c2 = 
c1o-P)g}z coeFCOh (D2)

rn2
a

where p = density of interdranular fluid, I = gravitational

acceleration, F = bed slope' Cb = volunetric Srain concentration,

and h = flow depth. If the intergranular slurry hae a density

of 1.5 T/n3, then with tygical values of h = 0.5 n, D = 0.05 n, F

= 60, Cb = 0,3 and X = 3 the value of r)" reeuired for

racroviecous flow is g 5 k(,/n/s or about 5,000 tines that of

water. Laninar flow of the intergranular fluid' treated in this

sinple analysis as a Einghan fluid' is also a requirenent for
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nunber R of about 2500
e

al, 1980);

R = vholne'ä

where v is the rean flow velocity. If the velocitv gradient of

the flow is about 5 (see below), then under the above conditions

v e 2 m/s and na = 0.6 kg/D/s. Hence, under these "nornal" flow

conditions, Q" o 5 k8,/n/s is sufficient to cause nacroviscoue

flow and grain dispersion.

Fron tests on tbe rheology of a debris flow' Ilai e!. al

(f980) show how the shear strength r, and Binghan viscosity rt,

vary with concentration (fi6.1; note that rB is not the true

yield strength of the slurry, but is obtained by back-

extrapolation of the linear part of the curve to du/dv= 0) and it

is interesting that Wan ( 1982) and D. Rickenarann ( f985' V. A'Vi. '
E.T.H.-Zurich, ners contl) find very sinilar results with

Kaolinite slurries. The apparent viscosity rlu of the slurry at

a Eiven ehear rate can then be found (FiE. l):
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coarse grains, and occurs

(Zhang Hao et_ aI' 1980;

at a Reynolds'

Quian Yiyan6 et

(3)

" e;7?t
rB * nB dt'/dY

,du/dy
qB . #ä (4)

and Fig. 2 shows now rla vpries with slurry concentration C, and

du/dy. Various conbinations of C. and du/dy give Da = 5.

Mizuyana and Uehara (1980) have reported the depths and

velocities of debris flows in Japan, and their data indicate that

in the pulses of debris flows the nean veloci.ty gradient or rate

of shear is less than about 5 or l0' Hence one can assune that

at the onset of pulsin€

du/dy ry l0 (5)

which fron Figure 2 indicates that C. * 0.27 is the slurry

concentration at the onset of type 2 fIow, corresponding to a
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Apparent vsicosity 4s as a function
of C" and shear rate
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bulk density of T o 1.4 T,/m3. It should be noted, however, that
at such low values of du/dv the idealised Bingham behaviour is
unlikely to r:ccur, which will limit the value of n. to of the
order of l0 kgln,/s as duldy tends to zero.

The near'-surface granulonetry of some Chinese debris flows

is shown in tr'i€,3. It is seen that at T = f.b9, the size
distribution of grains is strongfly binodal, showing that coarse

grains are distributed throughout the flow as in type 2. At T =

1.40, there is a slight indication that coarse grains are being

dispersed, whereas at T = 1.38 the size distribution is uninodal,
and no coarse grains are present at the flow surface. It
appears that T = 1.40 indicates onset of the nacroviscous flow,
and confirns that in this case Da.- 5 is a realistic criterion
for predicting the conditions under which a type 2 flow will
occur.

Assuning, then, that for type 2 flows l. l S, then fronr (4)

lB*
du,/dy

or, since nS--0.01 (Dai et al, Ig80; Wan,1982),

^ä 
>5

and giving du/dy its likely value of about 5-10, the criterion
for the occurreDce of type 2 becones

"o 
). zs-so p" (6)

öru

Chinese data allows (6) to be tested, In euinshui GuIly,
Dachao River, t, ( l0 Pa and no type 2 pulses occur, whereas in
the adiacent Ilunshui GuIIV rO.- 30-50 pa and pulses do occur (Li

and Luo, fg8l). In Jiangjia Gully type 2 flows occur with
r, > 200 Pa (although there are indications that the slurry r,
nay be less than this, see below), while in a different Hunshui

tB
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6ully rB.- 6-20 Pa and turbulent, non-pulsingl debris flows occur
which ray or lay not be type 2 (Li et al, l9g3; Zhan6 et al,
f985). The siuplified criterion (6) thus seena to work

reasonably well, and other published data support it (pierson,
1980b; Costa, 1984; Johnson and Rodine, f9g4). It is enphasised

that the criterion is approxilate due to the aseunptions nade in
ite derivation, but being theoreticallv based it should not be

liable to nuch variation fron place to place. rt is convenient
to use, requiringl only visconeter testing of a field sarple of
slurry in water fron the site to deternine frr thus uncertainties
about clay and water chenistry are elininated. It is clear,
however, that (6) is not a sufficient criterion for type 2 flows;
a further requirenent is that enough sedinent be available to be

nobilised so that cs can reach 0.25. This condition can be

estinated in the field by geornorphological survey, and the third
requireaent, that sufficient rain uust fall to start all these
procesaea, can be evaluated (in principle) fror neteorological
dat a.

It thus seems reasonable to associate the onset of
lacroviscous flow with the presence of large g:rains in sanplee

taken frön the upper Iayers of a debris flow, indicating a hi6h
degree of grain diepersion.

6.2 Devqloprent of Sur(es:

In the steep, narrot{ Eullies in which type 2 flows originate
there are nany channel boundary nonunifornities able to disturb
the uniforrn flow of a dispersed slurry, and any of these will be

able to initiate the instabilitv which glives rise to incipient
surge vraves as outlined earlier. Such a surlle wiLl amplify
rapidly and nay well jan in a narrow channer due to the bridging
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of clusters of lar6e giraiDs across the channel, or between the
bed and the free surface (see Savage and Sayed, 19g4, p.4ll, and

llalton, 1983, pp 332-333, for discussions of grain jaaning;

Bagnold (1955) also reports such an effect in an experimental

flune). rt blockage forns a stationary or slow-noving dan,

behind which naterial still in notion builds up until the

downstrean force is sufficient to overcone the interparticle or
particle-boundary friction, and the jarnned naterial is set in
notion again, roving away downstream as a surde wave.

Such a surge, with a large depth and a steeply-sloping

front, will exert a very high shear stress on the bed and Bafnold
(f956) shows that in sorne circunstances the bed may be scoured by

a uacroviscous flow to aluost unLinited depth. This is in line
with the very deep, narrow channels typical of pulsing debris
flows in alluvial deposits (Pierson, lg80; Okuda et al, l9g0).

Surges such as those described above will clearly occur in a

nore or less randon sequence in snall gullies, and sone other
nechanisu is needed to explain how these surges can evolve into
the nuch larger, rore regular surge waves in the larger channels

downstreap described by Li et a1., (1983) and Li and Luo (fggf).

These are up to 5 o high, 50 rn wide and travel at speeds of up to
l3 n/s, arid it is inconceivable that they are the unnodified
result of tenporary blockages in snall gullies, as consideration
of the volune of uaterial in a single pulse (up to 24,000 n3)

shows. A different nechanisn is needed, and this nay be found

in the instability of a free-surface flow.

Due to an inherent inbalance bett{een the gravity force
driving the flow and the resistance provided by the channel

boundaries, open channel flow of a Newtonian fluid is unstable
and develops into a series of roll waves if the Froude nunber, f,
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exceeds sotre critical value f. (Henderson, 1966). F is defined

as

F = u/(sür/z (7)

where v and h are nean flow velocity and depth respectively, and

g is the acceleration due to gravity. F" dePends on the crosB-

sectional shape of the channel and on the Reynolds'nunber of the

flow Re

- vhp (8)
HE

n

*n"". O is the fluid density.

ßxperinental and theoretical studies have investiSated the

occurrence of roll waves with the following conclusions:

(i) tn highly turbulent flow (Re > 105), F. is close to 2

in a wide channel (Henderson, 1966).

(ii) As Re decreases towards the turbulent linit of about

1500, Fc decreases towards about 1.3 (Berlanont and

Vanderstappen, l98l).

(iii) llith 600 < Re < 1500, flow instability decreaseg (llayer'

1959; Ishihara e! aI' 1960). Slug waves rav occur'

which reeult frou the developnent of slu8s or patches

of turbulent flow separated by lalinar flow (ltlayer, 1959;

Binnie, igSg). These nove uore slowly than the under-

lying fIow.

(iv) lYith Re < 600, in lauinar flow, F. is about 0.6 in an

infinitely wide channel. As the width-to-depth ratio

becones snaller, honever, F" increasesl with a width-to-

depth ratio of 10, ['. is about 0.8 (Berlanont and

Vanderstappen, 1981). Fig.4 sunrarises the flow

conditions needed for roll wave deveLopoent.

(v) With F > 1.3 (Re > 1500) the snall initial roll waves
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travel lore slowly than the underlyin5 flow (Mayer,

1959); as the waveB grorr, however, the intervening flofl

becomes shallower and slower and nay vanish altogether

(Holnes, 1936) .

(vi) Roll waves in lalinar flow always travel faster than the

flow on which they are superinposed (Binnie, lg59).

(vii) The transverse spacingl, arplitude and regularity of roll

waves increases downstreal (üayer' 1959).

Jecause [' in natural channels rsrelv. if ever. exceeds 1.0

when averagled over substantial channel lengtbg, aDd because Re in

natural channels is usually of the order of 105 or so, it ie

clear that roll-wave instability is unlikely to occur. Roll

waveg do occur in artificial channels where flow boundaries are

suooth and slopes steep (Brock, 1967).

Thus, if flow in a wide nätural channel becones laninar, due

to the presence of a high concentration of fine sedinent in

suspension, conditions are suitable for roll wavee to occur if

n:0.6. If the water surface is etrongly disturbed, roll waves

would grow in anplitude very rapidly (Mayer, 1959). Such waves

can travel long dis,tances while retaining their identity, and

will tend to persist as a channel becones wider and shallower

downstrean since high width,/depth ratios are Dore conducive to

the naintenance of the instability (Eerlauont and Vanderstappeo,

re81 ) .

It seens unlikely that debris flow pulses can be caused by

slug flows since the slug itself is turbulent, by contrast with

tbe viscous appearance of debris flon waves, and turbulence would

cause the dispersed Srains to fall to the bed (Bagnold' 1956).
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The nechanisl of roll wave generation and developrent can

thus explain the very large debris flon hravea reported by f,ang

and Zhang (1980), Li et al (1983) and Niyazov and Degovets (19?S)

in wide valley: a eongiderable distance downstrean of the debris
source. Certainly, roll waves in debris flows are visually and

Seoletrically very sililar to roll waves in water.

One right reaaonably questlon whether roll waves car in fact
occur in a fluid which containe a high concentration of solid
particles, gince the studies lentioned above referred only to the

flow öf water. Boll weves have, however, been observed in the

flow of gand down a slope through a body of still water (Itavies,

l9?9) and in the grain-in-water experirente described below, so

there geers no reaaon to suppose that the presence of solid
grains nould prevent roll wave forration. A plug flow, in which

the upper part of the flow is rigid, wou.ld however prevent any

free eurface inetability, and the preeence of roll waves thua

indicates that plug flow probably doea not occur.

Li et al (f983) note that rudflows in the Jiangjia Ravine,

China, begin to pulae when the previously continuous flow rate
reaches about 5 .37r 

"rrd the fluid density reacbes about
21.6 T,/r-, equivalent to a golids concentration of about 35t by

volule. In the 25 f wide channel they describe, a viscosity of
about 500 tines that of water would be required for flow to
becore lalinar at Re = 500, and this is indeed the order of
increaee which would be expected with a solids concentration of
the order of 35X (Chu, 1980; Dai et al, 1980). Thus, a reasure
of support is given to the hypothesis that the ooset of pulsin{

corresponds with the occurrence of conditions euitable for the

developrent of roll wave6 aa the flow becones laninar.
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Field data fron China (Li and Luo' I98l; Li et al' 1983;

Zhang et al, 1985) allow a rough test of the hypothesis that

large debris flow pulses are cauged by a roll-wave instability.

Fig.4 shows the lower linit of roll-wave developrent in water

flows, and it is aseured that this applies also to debris flows.

The conditions for the onset of pulsing in Jiangiia Gully are

known, as are those for flows aPparently at the lirit of pulsing

in Hunshui Gully, and these both plot close to the theoretical

lilit for roll-wave developrent. llon-pulsing flows in Jiandiia

Gully and Quinshui Gully have also been reasured and plot well

within the stable region. The ahading in llg.4 represents the

degree of confidence in the agsunPtiong of flos viscosity and

velocity which had to be rade with these data' The field data

thus do not contradict the roll-wave hypothegis, which seeas

worthy of further investiglation. Eig.5(a) showe hott randol

initial distutbances becone organised and arplified by the roll-

wave rechanisn, and fig.5(b) eketches the possible sequence of

evente in a debris-flow channel syster.

The nacroviscous flow criterion thus seers to be realigtic

as an indicator of when type 2 debris flowe can occurr and leads

to a conceptual idea of how pulaing flows originate. The

further downstrear dbveloprent of pulses lay be described by the

free-eurface instability nodel.

6.3 Diecussionl

A frequently-reported result of debris-flow processes is the

concentration of the largest rocks at the front of a flow (Suwa,

Okuda and O€awa, 1985). Takahashi (1981a) and Bagnold (f956)

show that such an effect can result fron the dispersive stresses
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on greins in an inertial flow, which cause the larger dfrains to
niglrate to the region of lowest shear, which i.s at the free
surface. This belng where the local flow velocity is glreateat,
the large grains are carried forward to the front of the flow and

accunulate there, being soaehow resistant to being re-buried by

the advancin!! flofl. rf the flon is nacroviscous, this nechanisr
ie abgent becauge the differential dispergive stress on

different-sized grains is no longer effective - hence one would
expect large grains to be found equally at all parts of the flow.
Anäther uechanill, that of .kinetic sieving, (Suwa, Okuda and

ogawa, 1985)' is however still active and tends to cause erall
grains to accurulate at the base of the flow by, crudely, falling
through the 6aps between the larger grains. Hence the larger
grains a5ain tend to love to the free surface. Walton (fgg3)
shows this effect in a coaputer sinulation of the flow of
realistically-ehaped grains. although kinetic sieving occurlr
quite slowly in the presence of a viecous intergranurar fluid, it
does explain the accululation of large grains at the front of a

racroviscous flor{ nurge. The experirents described Iater throw
nore light on the behaviour of large grains.

The shear strength criterion suggested above ae an indicator
of thoee catchlents in which type 2 debris flows could occur is
obviously very approxinate - perhaps precise only to within an

order of lagnitude - and therefore serves as a firet-order
approxiration only. rt can be conpared with Takahashi's (19g3)

theoretical developaent, which resulted in a diagran indicating
that type 3 flows can only occur in channels with bed slopes
within a certain range, e.gi., for o = 2.65 T,/n3 and p = 1.69

2T/n", the range is between at l5o and 24o. Insofar as rost
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rlountain catchnents have channel reaches which fulfil this

criterion it seens that only when no part of a drainage network

exceeds l5o can the possibility of type 3 flows be discounted.

However, nany reports exist (e.9. Li g! al, 1983; Pierson, 1980)

of type 2 flows in channels of luch lower elopes, hence

Takahashi'e criterion does not cover type 2 flows. Conversely,

since type 3 flows can occur in laboratory channels with r, = 0'

and in the field with t, ( 25 Pa (Sawada e! al' 1985)' the type 2

criterion is not effective for type 3 flowg; where the type of

flow to be expected is unknown, both criteria ehould be

cons i dered .

There is sore controversy over which part of a type 2 flow

is erosive, and which depositional in behaviour. Pierson

(1985), for exanple, etates that the vigcous early part of a

surge is depositional, while the rore turbulent later part causee

the deep erosion characteristic of surging flows. In principle

it seens that the deeper, denser, front part ("head") of the

eurge will cause the deep scour; indeed' if this is in fact the

case, and the later part ("tall") is depositional, it ray well

appear that the opposite is true, because the decreasing flow

depth in the tail will cause the surface to fall in elevation

despite the iJrcrease in bed elevation, givinE the inpression of

gcouring. Since it is at present inpossible to reasure the

stationary bed elevation during the passage of a high-density

surgle, no definite answer to this problen can yet be given, but

the experioents described below do support the view that scour is

likely to be greater below the front part of the flow.

Fron existin6 knowledge of debrig flotr behaviour, and sinple

analysis, it is thue possible to explain their occurrence and
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behaviour in a very prelininary fashion. ßxtension of the

analysis to predicting the characteristics of debris flow pulses

ls however quite unjustified becauee of the very unsteady and

non-uniforn nature of flow in the pulsing situation. For this
reason the series of experinents described below was undertaken

in order to obtain gore idea of the nature and behaviour of
debrig flow waves.

7. APPARATUS:

7.t Principle and Conetraints:

The forr of apparatus used in this etudy ia a loving-bed

channel of the principle previously used by Iwanoto and Hirano
(f98f) in the context of debris fl.ors, and by Bagnold (19?4) and

Gulliver and Halverson (1985, 198?) for clear-water flows. fn

this type of apparatue the bed of the channel roves upchannel at
a constant veloclty between stationary walls, while the flow
raterial retains statistically stationary with respect to the

walls. It has been shorn for water flows that the vertical

velocity distribution in such a channel is identical in shape to
that of a fully-developed.conventional.'open channel florr, while
the length of channel needed to establish this flow is very sbort
indeed. Flor in a rorrind bed channel is thus a sinple Galilean
transfornation of norral fi.xed-bed flow, in which the nean flow
velocity relative to the walls is zero, and relative to the bed

is equal and opposite to the velocity of the bed. The

relationships between nean flow velocity, depth, slope and bed

rouEhneas will be equivalent in both types of channel. Fig.6
illustrates the velocity profile of the noving-bed channel in
corparison with that of a nornal channel.
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Velocity profiles in conventional
and moving-bed channels.

Fig. 7
Effect of sidewall on
profile in moving-bed
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The najor advantages of the rnoving-bed principle for pure

flows are

i) the ehort length of channel required to establish the
fully-developed velocity prof i Ie;

(ii) the srall volune of ftuid needed, so that expensive

exotic fluide can be used uuch rore cheaply than with a

conventional flule-sunp-purp-pipework systel; and

(iii) the stall effect of the sidewalls in caueing a crosa_

, 
chanoel velocity profile. Since the lean flow velocity
relative to the walls is zero, and with turbulent flow
(garticularly rough turbulent flow) the vertical
velocity profile is quite flat, the effect of wall
friction is very srall conpared with a conventional
channel. The roving-bed channel can thus be ruch
narrower than a conventional channel while still being
repregentative of flow conditions in a wide prototype
channel. lhe rain wall effect in the noving_bed

channel ig close to the bed, where flow velocitiee are
low relative to the bed and high relative to the wall;
in general.the effect of wall friction ie to increase
velocity gradiente in a vertical at the bed, and reduce
ther farthe" 

"*"y frou the bed (Fig.?).

It is an unavoidable constraint of a silple noving_bed

channel that alI naterial, fruid and solid, initially within the
experinental. length of the channel nust renain within this
Iength. t{ith sore additional conprexity it ruay be possible to
superinpose a lean fluid frow (up-channer or down-channel) but
the above advanta6es of the noving-bed principle are
progressively lost as this additional velocity increases. rt
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HouId be very difficult to arrange for sediment to uove alon6 the

channel, and hence to enter and leave the channel at its ends.

Therefore it appears that nornal bedload transportr in which the

sedinent noves at a lean velocity nuch lower than that of the

water, cannot easily be represented in the novingl-bed channel.

Suspended sediment also poses the sane problens because of the

requirenent (Bagnold, 1963) that siuilar sedinent be present as

bedload, but washload can be realistically rodelled.

Because a debris flow congists of solids and water all of

whic! nove at the sane nean velocitv, the roving-bed channel is

suitable for the investi6ation of such eventa. Sirilarly'

because deposition of sedinent is not Possible in the novin8-bed

channel (any deposited sedinent is renobilised as soon as it

reaches the grain barrier at the upper end of the channel)' this

apparatus is suitable for studyind non-depositin5 debris flons.

A final sifnificant constraint inherent in the toving-bed

apparatus is that any wave phenouenon which is stationary with

respect to the channel walls represents a wave of unchanging

shape roving downstrearn with a steady velocity in a field

channel. ,lfhile this is probably not the case with nany debris

flow waves in the field it is a reasonable starting-point aDd

justifiable'sinplification for an investiSation of this

prelininary nature.

7.2 Description:

The noving-t,ed aPParatus used in

had a useful workinE-section length of

of 50 rnn. The sidewalls were nade of

perspex. The channel bed was formed

this investigation (Fig.8)

2 n, and a channel width

transparert 6 srn thick

by the grooved side of a
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corrullated nylon belt, the grooves of which were perpendicular to

the belt length and of the cross*section shown in Fif.9. The

belt ran with its snooth side in contact with the snooth, plane

aluniniuu bed of the flune, and wae driven by a toothed drive

wheel connected by another toothed belt to a variabLe-speed

electric notor and controller. A systen of srooth rollers

conducted the belt around its circuit above the channel bed, and

the belt tension could be adjusted by varying the position of one

of these rollers. The ends of the flure were closed to retain

fluid, and a syster of perspex strips prevented fluid frol

dripping into the experilental channel section fron the belt

returning above it.

To retain solid grains within the experinental channel reach

and prevent then fron jannind; in the lower roIlers, perforated

steel plates were seated in vertical Erooves in the sidewalls so

that their Iower curved ends were in eliding contact with the top

of the belt grooves (Fig.l0).

The solid grains used in this study were 4 nn long cylinders

cut froo 4 nn diaueter P.V.C. rod; about lOt of then were

painted white to act ag tracers but srere otherwise identical to

the rest of the dark glreen grains. A snall nulber of 8 nn lon6

red grains erere tut frorn 8 nn dianeter P.V.C. rod to study the

behaviour of larger 6rains in a flow of snall grains.

The specific gravity of all these g;raine was close to I.4,

and the naxirun natural volune concentration C* was about 55x

(Fig.1I). The experioental fluid used in nost of the tests was

tap water at roon tenperature; for a snall nunber of tests the

fluid dynanic viscosity was substantially increased (by a factor

of the order of 100-fold) by dissolvinrl in the water a snall
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percentage of cellulose solution. This increases the viscosity
by forling lon6-chain trolecules which resist shearing, and cauaea

the fluid to becore sliChtly pseudoplastic, but this latter
effect wae considered to be of negli6ible ilportance in the
present work.

The range of channel slopes used r+as fror So to lgo (g.?f to
34.4f) while the bed speeds ranged fron 0.28 n/s to l.l? r/e.
The volure of 6rains in the channel was a controlled variable,

chandes in which caused different types and sizes of wave to forl
at Siven values of slope and bed speed.

The novin6 bed had a series of narks on its edge so that the
instantaneous bed speed could be recorded by rapid-sequence
photos, with a clock in the field of view, taken by a 35 ln
notor-driven carera. rn fact nost of the necessary experirental
data - bed speed, channel slope, wave size and shape, grain

concentrations, local 6rain velocities, depth of uniforn flow -
were recorded on photographs for later analysis. A series of
video filns was aleo taken and proved invaluable for subsequent

reviewingf of experirental conditions, and for tracin6 individual
particle trajectories in the waves. A copy of this video tape

is held at the V.A.tl.

?.3 Behaviour:

In the noving-bed channel it was very easy to est.ablish a

stationarli grain-water wave at any bed speed with slopes greater
than about 50. This r.as an unexpected result, caused by the

nature of the apparatus, and is explained by first considering
how the flow paraneters change with boundary conditions.
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Fig.l2a shows a uniforn flow established in the channel at a

given slope and bed speed. l{ote that the volune of fluid in the

systen is lirited, and that end effects are negliSible. Upon

increasing the bed speed, and thus the nean flow velocity of the

water relative to the bed, the depth of uniforn flow increases in

order to re-establish equilibriun between gravitational and

resistance forces. The linited voluoe of water available cannot

now fill the whole length of the channel at this new depth, and

so the flow extends over only part of the channel length, with an

end-wave at the lower end of the flotc (Fig.12b). Conversely,

reducingi the bed speed gives a lower depth of uniforn flow and

the surplus water forns a pool at the lower end of the channel

(Fig.l2c). By adjusting the volune of water in the channel it

is possible to control the length of the uniforn flow reach so

that at any speed and slope an end-wave is present within the

channel, with uniforn flow upchannel and a dry bed downchannel of

it.

A sinilar effect is obtained by adding solid grains to the

flow. A greater flow depth is needed to transport grains in a

uniforn flon than is needed for a uniforn flow of water without

grains, so adrling grains causes the flow depth to increase;

adding suf?icient grains will cause an end grave to appear in the

channel (Fig.I3a, b). Adding further grains causes the uniforu

flow depth to increase still further, but there is a linit to the

concentration of grains which a uniforr flow of 6iven speed and

slope can carry; if this is exceeded, the excess grains uove

down to the lower end of the flow and cause the end wave to

increase in height, forrning a bulbous wave of high concentration

(fig.I3c). It is this bulbous end wave, and its behaviour,

which is studied in the series of experinents described herein.
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rt tray be questionable whether the way in which debrig flow

waves develop ie sililar to the evolution of these noving;-bed end

eraves. llaking the transfornation fron the roving-bed to the
fixed-bed situation, introduction of sedinent grains to the
latter at concentrations in excess of the capacity of uniforr
flow causes the whole flow to slow down where the concentration
is high, due to the increased intergranular friction (rerelber

that (a) no depoeition is possible, and (b) girains and flow nove

at the sane speed). Flow then builds up behind this slower-
novtng reglion and recedes in front of it, causing a breaking wave

which is essentially sinilar to the stationary breaking end-nave

of the noving;-bed aituation. Slug input tests in the noving-bed

channel are deecribed later and support the essential

sinilarities of evolution between debris-flow naves and end-

waves.

8. RBSULTS:

8. I !!ith No Grains in FIow:

At low slopee it was possible to establish a steady, uniforn
clear-water flow which appeared equivalent in every way to a

nornal "etationary-bed open channel flow'., as described by

Bagnold (f9?4) and, Gulliver and flalverson (198S, lgBZ). At the
slopes (steeper than about 50) at which nost of the prese't teats
took place, the Froude nunber of the flow was sufficiently high
that roll-waves forred and and anplified as they rnoved down the
channel. rhese were easier to observe than in a conventional
channel since they noved nore slowly relative to the sidewalls.
Although lack of tine precluded a study of this phenJnenon the
moving-bed apparatus is clearly very suitable for such a
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the absolute nean flow velocity between

the upper end of the channel' while that

was towards the lower end of the channel.

a scale larger than that of the roll-wave

8.2 r{irh Grains in Flow:

nere giradually added to the flow' the flow

altered. The following section describes these

(i) lfith a snall nunber of grains in the systel their effect

on the flow was negli8ible. The grains dispersed

throughout the channel lendth, soretines with a tendency

to collect at the upper or lower end, depending on the

slope and bed speed. Individual Srains were noved

downchannel by each roll-wave, and retreated uPchannel

adain in the shallower flow between rollwaves (Fi6.14).

(ii) As tbe concentration of grains increased, their Presence

tended to cause the anplitude of the roll-waves to

increaee. there appeared to be e tendency for a roll-

wave to collect Srains as it loved downchannel, which

caused its tbulk to increasei at sone point, however,

the Erains for soroe reason ceased to nove with the roll-

wave and were left behind, while the wave, its grain

content uueh reduced, roved away downchannel. A result

of this Process was that grains tended to aceunulate at

certain locations along the channel (Fig.f5).

(iii) t{ith still uore 6rains added, theee grain accunulations

could becoDe large enough to forn stationary grain
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grains in flow.

Fig.15
Development of local stationary
grain accumulations.

Fig. l6
Development of stationary grain
waves.

local grain accumulations

stationary grain waves
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waves, quite independently of the end-wave which forned

at the lower end of the flow region (Fig.16). these

snall waves were rather unsteady in shape and position

due to the effect of roll-waves Doving into then fron

upchannel.

The developnent of these stationary waves nay be very

significant in indicating an instability of uniforn

flow, and an instability of the statistical unifornity

of the non-steady roll-wave flow, when sufficientLy high

concentrations of coarse grains are present. The

hypothesis proposed earlier suggests that this

instability is due to the non-depositional character of

the grain-fIuid flow. Whatever the reason, it is clear

that a g;rain-fluid flow of this nature is IiabIe to

intrinsic and substantial non-unifornity, suggesting

that the pulsing of debris flows is Probably an

intrinsic phenonenon.

(iv) Further addition of grains resulted in more and nore

grains noving downstrean through the local accunulation

waves, and collecting at the lower end of the flow reach

to'forn a substantial high-concentration end wave.

llhile still snall thj.s is very sinilar to the

internediate accuuulation waves, but as it grows further

it develops rather different characteristics. A

typical sequence of end-wave shapes with increasing

g;rain volune is shown in Fig.l7, while I'i8.18 shows how

variations in channel slope and bed speed affect the

shape of the wave.

The najor consistent features of the wave6 are:



Figure I7.
Development of wave shape
with increasing grain volume.



Fig. 18

Wave shape at various slopes and
belt speeds.
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(i) The general presence of a uniforu depth "body" extendinE

frol the sharply curved front or 'head" to a uniforrly

sloping 'tail" at the upchannel end of the wave,

(ii) llith decreasing grain volure the head ia located
guccessively closer to the tail.

(iii) The depth of the body variee directly with bed speed and

only very slightly, if at all, with slope (Fig.lg); it

is not significantly affected by grain volune (fi6.20).

(iv) The angle nade by the surface of the tail with the

horizontal is very consistent at ?" ] 0.5o, and does not

vary significantly with bed elope, bed speed or g;rain

volune.

The outcone of these features is that, rith a given graiD

volune, the wave tail will be shorter as bed slope increases at

constant speed (fi6.l8). At constant bed elope, speed

variations do not affect wave shape as longl as the volune of

grains present is insufficient to forn a body. If a body does

forn the tail will becoae longer as speed increases,

corresponding to the increase in body hei6ht; however, this

increase in.body height ceuses the body to becone shorter with a

fixed volune of grains, and a speed could eventually be reached

at which no'body forned (Fig.2l).

Note that the regular shapes shown in these fig;ures are an

idealisation in sone cases; for exanple with very large grain

volunes at hi4h slopes thc body surface is quite perceptibly

eurved in IonE section, rather than being flat and of uniforn

depth (Fi8.22). Nevertheless, as an initial approach to

describing a relatively conplex situation the sinplifications of

figs. l8-21 are justified.
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Fig. 19
Surge wave height H as a function
of bed speed and sloPe (numbers
beside points denote channel slope
in degrees).
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lncreasing grain volume

Fig.20
wave geometry with increasing grain
volume.

--ln6lsasing Vg and constant
gratn votume

Fig.2l
Wave-geometry with increasing bed
speed and constant grain volüme.
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At slopes of less than 50 it was possible to establieh a

truly uniforr flow of depth (about 2 cr) ruch greater than that
of the roll-wave suniforu'r flows on slopes of ?.5o or steeper,

because the Froude nurber of the flow ras too srall to allow roll
waves to develop. It was apparent, though, that only at a

single slope could uniforr flow occur with a given bed speed and

grain concentration - an increaee in grain volule, for exanple,

caused an increase in eurface slope at coostaat bed speed

( ri6.2E ) .

8.3 Velocity Ilietributions:
Ey tracint glrain lotion on video fllls, and uaing :hort

tire-exposure (L/4-l/30 sec.) photographs, it was possible to
reasure velocities in all parts of the flow. Obviously the
grains thus recorded were adjacent to the channel sidewalls, and

one rust question whether they were representative of grain

rotion in the interior of the flow; obeervation of graina at the

surface of the flow 'rbody'r revealed no variation of grain

velocity with position across the channel, which is taken as

suggesting that a silllar situation obtains within the flow, and

that the wall grain vel.ocity distribution is indeed

representative of that within the flow "body". A slight
tendency for the surface velocity to reduce at the walls was

noticed in the rtail'r, and lay indicate that velocity profiles

obtained by these rethode are golewhat dietorted. Since the

inferences drawn frol these profiles are qualitative, however,

this is not a serioue probler.

Sore typical velocity distrlbutiona in the body and tail
regions are shown in Figs. 24 and 25, while path lines as
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recorded on video fill are shown in Figs. 26 and 2?. Notable
features of the velocity distributions are:

(i) The relatively uniforn velocity in the upper part of the

body - shearing of grains here is slow.

(ii) The high velocity gradient in the lower part of the body

and the tail.

(iii) The fluid-Iike velocity distribution throug;hout the tail
with substantial grain shearing everywhere.

(iv) The nuch greater velocity of surface grains in the tail
as conpared with the body.

The path lines show the followin6 features:
(i) Nearly all tracer grains in the tail. and body of the

flow nove upwards with tine; only in the head is
substantial and consistent downward notion seen.

(ii) Grains in the tail show najor perturbations in their
paths reniniscent of fluid turbulence or Brownian

notion. By contrast, grain paths in all parts of the

body show only weak, or no, perturbatlons.

8.4 Grain Concentrations:

Fig.28 shows the distribution of local grain concentrations
as taken fron a short.-exposure (l/250 sec.) photograph. Again,

thie data refers to conditions at the sidewall, and because of
the tendency for the cylindrical grains in contact with the warl
to align thenselves with their najor axis either perpendicular or
parallel to the wall, the concentrations Deasured at the wall
will probably differ eonewhat fron those in the interior of the

flow where grain orientations are nore variable. concentrations
within the flow are probably lower than those at the wall because
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of the g;reater voids ratio in uore randolly-arranged 6raine, and

also nore variable, because local aggregations of sinilarly-

oriented grains seeu likely to occur.

Dearing theee reservations in nind, fig.28 shows:

(i) consistently low concentrations in the vicinity of the

bed and the flow surface;

(ii) a 'core" of higher concentration at uid-depth decreasinEl

fror the head to the tail of a wavel

- (iii) no dietlnct correspondence between the characteristics

of the grain concentration and velocity distributions.

8.5 Behaviour of Lerte creins:

A slall nulber (about 50) of lareler 8rains was introduced to
various flow and wave situations, to investigate their notion.

It has often been noted that the very front of a field debris

flow contains a high proportion of Iarge boulders while the rest

of the flow does not. The large grains in the present tests did
indeed show a dictinct tendency to accurulate at the front of a

wave, and to relaln there, as longf as the naxinum height of the

erave $aa less than about 25 nn (or 3 tines the dianreter of the

large grains). . If the wave height was glreater than this the

large graine diepersed unifornly throughout that part of the wave

where the depth was g;reater than 25 nn, and did not enter the

reEion (tail) where the depth was less than this. In very deep

rtaves, therefore, where a large part of the wave was more than 25

nn deep, the snall nunber of large grains present rneant that they

only rarely appeared at the front of the flow.
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8.6 Flow Zones:

Three distinctly different zones of flow were apparent in
the experiaental waves, each with different flow characteristics
( Fic.29) :

(i) The upper part of the head and body nae a zone in which

Srain velocity was close to the rean velocity, and in

which grains sheared past each other very slowly.

Adjacent grains slid past each other, reraining in

. contact for substantial lengths of tire (- I sec,). At

the surface of this zone no fluid waa vieible and the

surface had a dry appearance, the fluid surface being

about I grain dianeter (4 nr) below the top of the top

grain layer. The corplete lack of any cross-channel

variations in velocity in thie surface layer gave the

body the appearance of a solid, non-ghearing plug when

viewed fron above.

(ii) The tail of the wave was a zoDe of fluid-like flow in

which grains sheared quite rapidly past each other, even

at the surface, and 6rain notion appeared ruch lese

regular than in the body. lrlater ras vieible at the

surface of the flow, and grains continually protruded

nonentarily through the fluid surface at all locations,
giving a "boiling" appearance. The transition between

this and the previoua zone was quite sharp, occurring

within a few grain dianeters.

(iii) At the base of the head and body was a region of very

hig;h shear in which grain velocities relative to the bed

increased rapidly (and decreased rapidly relative to the

sidewalls) with height above the bed. The reasured
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velocity dietributiors (Fig.24) shor this region to be

deeper (- 25 ln) than $ras apparent to the eye. There

was a region of rather slower shear at the baee of the

tail, but this rerged into the upper part of the tail

with no obvious change in flow type so that a digtinct

flow zone was not obvious here.

4.7 Chanfes in Fluid Viscosityr

. By dissolving a seall proportion of cellulose golution

(carboxynethylcellulose) in water, the viscosity of the inter-

giranular fluid was increaeed substantially - of the order of 100-

fold. The najor effect of this (Fi6.30) was to cauee the length

of a grain-fluid wave to increase, becauae the slope of the head

becane nuch lese steep and the body surface trore proDouncedly

curved. The naxirun height of the vrave was not affected. It

was also noted that grains no longer protruded rouentarily

througlh the surface of the tail, and in fact a thin layer of

glrain-free fluid was present at the surface as noted under

different circurstances by Ba6nold (1955).

8.8 Ylave on llet Channel Bed:

-

Under certain conditione it was found to be possible to

establish a g:rain weve when a thin layer (l-2 nn deep) of water

eras present covering the bed downchannel of the wave head. This

wave was thus noving over a wet channel bed, whereas nost of the

waves studied noved over an essentially dry bed. This wave

always uoved slowly upchannel without changing its shape, showing

that water was percolatind slowly fron the uniforn flow eection

upchannel of the wave, through the wave to the wet channel bed in



Figure 30.
Effect of increased fluid
viscosity on wave shaPe.

Fiqrure 3l .
Shape of wave on wet channel- bed.
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front of the wave. The wave had a noticeably gently sloping

head, but. was otherwise very sirilar in shape to the nornal waves

for a given bed speed and slope (fig.3l).

8,9 Slug Input of Grains:

In order to study the r+ay in r+hich an equilibriuu wave

evolved fron a sudden Iocal nass input of eediuent, tests were

carried out in which a volule of graing was tipped onto the

noving bed through a shallow (- 5 nn deep) water flow. The way

in which a nornal grain wave developed fron this input is shown

in Fig. 32:

(i) The input uase forned a roughly eynletrical heap which

was nonentarily stationary with respect to the channel

walIs. this stage was an artefact of the experinental

systenr in that the grain lass eras stationary relative

to the walls when introduced, this b.eing easier than

uatching its along-channel velocity to that of the bed.

(ii) The nass began to nove upchannel with the bed,

accunulating water on its upchannel side as it did so.

This water be6an to seep into the grain uass, and to

exert a downchannel force on it, resisting the upchannel

notion,

(iii) Eventually the upper parts of the nass began to be

forced to shear downchannel over the lower parts, due to

increasing downchannel fluid pressure and to saturation

of the pore voluue reducing intergranular friction.

the grain nass then began to chan6e shape so that the

downchannel elope steepened and the upchannel slope

becane less steep.



Fig.32
Evolution of slug input of grains
to normal wave shape.
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iv) Thig process continued, and as shearing increased the

upchannel velocity of the wave decreased and it

ultimately becane stationary with respect to the gide-

walls and identical in shape to a norlal grain-fluid

wave; which indeed it was.

9. DISCUSSI-ON OF RBSULTS:

9. I Corparison with Field Data:

In order that this study be shown to have a wider

sig:nificance than that of a series of deronetrations of the

behaviour of a specific snall-scale grain-fluid flow situation,

it is necessary to show that the behaviour of the frein waves

resenbles that of debris flow waves to a significant extent.

This is difficult because of the lack of detailed descriptions of

debris flow waves, but one useful description is that reported

Suwa et e! (ISSS, 1985). This is taken fror a video filr record

of the passage of a wave at Mt Yakedake, Japan, oD 5 Septenber

I983, and glives details of chan6es in surface velocity, surface

elevation and surface colpoeition as the wave passed below the

canera. These results are shown in Fig.33, and can be conpared

with the results fron a typical laboratory wave (run 20-15-III)

shown in tiC.34. The qualitative sinilarities between the field

and laboratory waves are clear:

(i) the distinct increase in surface velocity as the "dry,'

surface of the front part of the wave passes and is

replaced by the "wet" surface of the tail;

(ii) the relatively constant surface elevation in tbe

of the wave and the steadily decreasingl depth in the

"tai 1" i
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Figure 34.
Wave of run 20-]5-rrr.
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(iii) The change fron "dry" to "ret" surface appearance in

uoving fror the "body" to the "tail".
Although no nore quantitative corparison is possible, these

correspondences are sufficiently obvious to eupport the

assunption that the rajor features of debris flow waves occur

also in the laboratory wäves. this in turn supports the

hypothesis that the nain features and behaviour of debris flows
can be explained by the shearing of lar6e grains in a fluid

slurry, and indicates that the nature of the slurry is not

crucial (i.e., it can be a Newtonian fluid, a Binghar plastic, or

a power-Iaw fIuid, provided only that its apparent viscosity is

sufficient to cause the shearing of large graine to be

nacroviscous ) . Interestingly, Tattersal and Banfill ( l9g3) cane

to a sinilar conclusion regardin6 the rheology of wet concrete,

whose flow behaviour is nuch sirpl.er than that of the cerent
paste in which the coarse agg:regate slrears. The strongly

binodal grainsize distribution of rany debris flows (e.g. fig.3)

shows the presence of two distinct grain populations, and

indicates that, at least in the case of the Jiang.iia Ravine

flows, the slurry grains are nostly less than 0.1 nn 
"na Jl"

coarse grains greater than I ln in dianeter.

The concept that three physical conponents - coarse grains,

fine grains and water - control the occurrence and behaviour of
debris flows suggests that a ternary phase diagran night be

useful in classifying, or inter-relating, different types of

sedirent flows such as bedload, hyperconcentrated flows, etc.

Fig.35 is a prelininary attenpt to explore this idea. On the

dia5ran are shown the (very approxinate) linits to the occurrence

of laninar and turbulent fIows, nacroviscous, transitional and
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inertial flows, Newtonian and non-Newtonian flons, and the rigid
zone rhere no flow is possible due to very high 6rain
concentrations. Flow is agsuned to be

(a) laninar or turbulent according as the Reynolds' nulber
(Newtonian fluid) is less than or greater than 500;

(b) nacroviecous, transitional or inertial according as

e2 < Ioo, 100 < c2 < 1s00, or c2 ) ls00 respectivelyi
(c) Newtonian or non-l{ewtonian according as the fine grain

volune concentration C" is greater than or leee than 301

" respectively, and the linear concentration tr of coarse

grains is less than or greater than 14 respectively;
(d) rigid or non-rigid according as the volune concentration

of coarse and fine grains is greater than or less than ?01.

Note that the abgolute naxirun volune concentration of
total solids at rhich flow can occur is then 9lt (Appendix

l) giving a flow bulk density of 2.50 T,/r3 if the solids
density is 2.65 T/n3; Curry (1966) reported a bulk density
of 2.53 T7n3 in a "dry" debrig flow.

Also shown on the diagran are (again approxinate) regiions in

which various types of flow phenonena occur. Here the confusion

of nouenclature which has plagued this topic for nany years is a

problen, but the. physical composition of the uaterial takinE part

in the phenonena, which is shown by the diagran, clarifies the

situation sonewhat. lt is seen that type 2 debris flows occupy

only a snall part of the dia6ran bordering on the rigid zone, and

there is a large region occupied by hyperconcentrated flows and

type I debris flows between "nornal" bedload-suspended load flows

and type 2 flows, Type 3 debris flows also occupy a snall

regiion of no-fines, high coarse-grain concentration flow.
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l{hile at preaent Fig.35 is tentative only, it does appear to
be a pronising way of visualising the naterial conposition of
debris flowe and other phenonena, and of deecribinE their

relationship to each other.

9.2 Instabilitv of Uniforn Flow:

At channel slopee gireater than about 50 a1l flows, both

clear-water and with grains, showed either distinct free-surface

instability in the forl of roll waves, or distinct non-unifornity

in the forl of stationary saves, or both. The roll-wave

phenonenon for clear-rvater flow is fairly well understood

(Berlaront and Vanderstappen, l98l) and has been explored

analytical ly for hi6h-concentration sedinent-transport ingi f lows

by Takahashi (1983), and it appears (Eig,4) that the clear-water

relationships hold at least approxinately for the extreme case of
debris flows.

The developnent of local, nore or less stationary, grain

accunulations within the channel (as distinct fron end-waves)

appeared to result from the occurrence of locally high grain

concentrations which caused the Iocal downchannel rnotion of
girains (with respect to the bed) to slow down, and thus nore

grains accunulated fron upchannel at this location. There is no

reason to believe that roll waves are a necessary conponent of

this nechanisn, but this could not be tested in the present

apparatus, It was shown earlier that in principle a

nacrovigcous flow would be unstable in this fashion; however,

with the fluid and sedinent conditions of this study, i.e., d =

1400kg/nr3, p = 1000kg/n3, D = 4 x I0-3 n, na = l0-3 ke/n/s,

cos B - I, C,/X - I/20 (0.02 ( C < 0.43, see fig.ll), and
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h ry 5 x l0-3n, c2 as given by eq.(2) is about 20,000, indicatind
inertial flon. Thus the instability observed in these tests
could not be due to nacroviscous flow. The test flow was,

however, non-depositional, which sugfglests the possibility that
the instability of high-concentration grain-in-fluid flows could

result frol their bein6 non-depositional. If this were the case

the uacroviscous flow hypothesie advanced by Davies (lg86) and

further considered herein would be a particular case of a

hypotheais involvin€ non-depositional flows; in conventional

charinels such flows nust necessarily be racroviscous, but in the

noving-bed channel this is not the case.

Further, the lowest slope at which local grain accurulations

occurred was ?.5o. Bagnold (1954, p.63) gives the following

expression for the naxinun slope of a uniforr racroviscous flow:

tan B = tan crr, (c' - P)C
(e)

p+(c-p)C
in which c_- is the angle of internal friction of a nasg ofv
grains. Since the naxinun concentration of the P.V.C. grains in
shearing was 0.56 (FiC.ll), the raxinuü value of p in this study

would be about 7a if (9) applied to non-depositing, rather than

only nacroviscous, flows. If the channel slope is greater than

this, it is inpossible for the bed and flon surfaces to be

parallel and hence uniforn flow is inpossible. As will be seen

later, the surface slope of the "tail" of grain-fluid waves was

renarkably constant at about ?o; it is also frequently reported
(e.8,, Benda , 1985; Iilizuyara, l98I; fkeya, l98l) that as

channel slopes decrease in the region of ?o, field debris flows

cease to be actively erosive and becone depositional in nature.

Since a uacroviscous flow is essentially non-depositional this

would seen to indicate a chanEe from eroding (non-depositional)
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to depositional conditions as slopes becoue less than about ?o,

which is supported by Bagnold's (1954) calculation of a slope

angle of 6o for nacroviscous flow of cobbles in a nud slurry of p
2

= 2.O T/n-. Clearly, the naxinun value of F for nacroviscous

flow changes but little in different grain-fluid situations,

presunably becauge both dv and the naxinun value of C also vary

only glightly for different grain-fluid coobinations.

The fteld and experinental evidence thus lends soue positive

support to the concept that the non-unifornity of debris flor*

behdviour has itg oridiin in the occurrence and instability of

non-depositing nacroviscous flow. An additional factor

encouraging the developrent of an initially sliSht nonunifornity

to a series of isolated pulses is the tendency of coarse drains

to jan across the width or depth of a channel at high

concentrations. Bagnold (1955), Savage and Sayed (1984) and

llalton (f983) shorv this to be an inportant phenonenon where the

channel dinension (nidth or depth) is less than about l0 grain

dianetere, as will be the ease for large boulders in debris

flows. Such a jan in a region of locally high concentration

will forn a terporarily stationary or slow-moving dam, and will

rapidly accentuate the non-uniformity of the flow.

9.3 Characteristics of Stationarv ülaves:

9. 3. I ceS.qe$.i_9___tb_cpe

The wave evolution sequence shown in Pig.l? irnplies the

following:

(a) At a given bed speed the depth of the wave body has a

unique value which is independent of bed slope.

(b) With increasing bed speed the body depth increases.

(c) The naxinun depth of the tail is equal to the body (if

any) and head depths.
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(d) The tail slope is constant at about ?o below the

horizontal, and does not vary rith bed speed or slope.
At a given bed speed tbere appears to be a linit to the

depth of flow in the tail, and the body depth, being uniforr, is
equal to this naxinun tail depth. In fact, the upper liuit to
the tail depth occurs when the flow at the very front of the tail
becones "slow", and grain shearing becones very slow, instead of
the fluid-type flow prevailing in the tail (Fig.29). ft seens

appropriate to seek an explanation for wave shape in terls of the
circunstances under which this transition of flow type occurs.

The criterion for the type of shearing which occurs in a

grain flow is given by eq.(l), in which the grain shear stress T

is strongly related to the velocity gradient du/dy. It seers

reasonable to suppose that du,rdy will also be significant in
affecting the transition fron fluid-type flow in the tail of a

wave to slow-shear flow in the body. In the tail of a wave, the
flow depth increases downchannel since the channel slope B is
greater than 70. llith a fixed bed speed, the nean and local
values of du/dy will decrease towards the front of the tail as

flow depth increases. rf the change to slow shear flow occurs

at sone critical value of du/dy, then at a gliven bed speed the
traneition should plways occur at the sane depth, irrespective of
slope, and hence the body depth shourd be Iinearly related to bed

speed and not at all related to bed slope. Figure lg confirns
both of these deductions. t{ith a bed speed of 500 

'l/s 
the body

depth is ?0 nu; in laninar flow the naxinun veloeity in a

vertical is 1.5 tines the uean velociby, hence the nean velocity
gradient in a vertical du/dy = 1.5 x 5OO/7O ry Il,/sec. at the
transition. lt is interestin6 that this figure is of the sane
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order as that inferred from neasured surface velocities and

estimated flow depths in field debris flows (Mizuyana and Uehara,

l9B0; Suwa et al, 1983) and is lower than that reported by in

the between-pulse flows reported by Pierson (l98lb) at Mt Thonae,

New Zealand.

The evolution of a grain wave as successively nore coarae

Sraina are added to a flow nay be visualised as follows:

(a) with a snall nunber of grains' the Srains will be

unifornly dietributed throughout the flow.

(b) When enoudh grains are present, locaI grain

accunulations occur within the flow, causing low dirain

lraves. An end wave oay also be present depending on

the volune of fluid Present.

(c) As still uore drains are added an end wave develops

conprieing a short tail section and a head.

(d) l{ith nore Srains again, the length and naxinun depth of

the tail increase. The ninirnun uean value of du/dy in

the tail decreases accordin6ly.

(e) tlhen the tail has grown sufficiently deeP that du/dy at

its downchannel end is about ll, the grain shear at the

front of the tail becones slow and a "body" begins to

forn.

(f) Addition of still further grains causes the length of

the body to increase, but its degth is linited by that

of the tail and renains substantially constant.

The unique body depth H for a given bed sPeed' irrespective

of bed slope, is a remarkable feature of the grain waves, and

inplies that while du/dy cannot be less than about ll in the

fluid-like tail flow, it also cannot be nuch greater than thie in

the body flow. Presumably the reason for this lies in the
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detail of the velocity profile in the body region (Fig.24), which

is quite distinct frou that of the tail; no explanation for this

is suggested herein, the probleu being one requiring nore

detailed treatnent of grain-flow lechanics than is appropriate

here.

The fact that the wave ie stationary üeans that the alon8-

channel forces acting on it (gravity conponent downchannel and

bed-induced shear force upchannel) are in balance. Since the

body is of uniforr depth the forces on any length of body are

also in "balance, which neans that the body section gleneratea ro

net force which affecte the head or tail; hence the body can

vary in length without causingi the head or tail to change shape.

The head is couposed of a si.lilar naterial to the body' but has a

depth less than that of the uniforr flow in the body' hence the

shear force on its base is greater than the downslope grevity

conponent acting on it and the head delivers a net upchannel

force to the body. In the tail, the depth is greater than that

of uniforu flow in the sane raterial, and the downelope Sravity

force exceeds the upslope shear force at the base of the flow.

Thus the tail exerts a downchannel force on the body nhich rust

balanee the upchannel force exerted by the head (Fig.36). The

grains available to forn a wave (i.e., those left over when the

grain capacity of the upchannel uniforn flow has been satisfied)

adjust their distribution in head and tail until a balance of

forcee occurs and a stationary wave results; this nust be a

negative feed- back, stabilisingl process, i.e. ' if there are too

nany grains in the head this causes the wave shape to adjust so

as to reduce the nunber of grains in the head.

Note that in a channel of slope less than about 70 the sloPe

of a naxiaun-concentration non-depositing flow will be greater
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than the channel srope, and the flow depth wirl decrease, causing
du,udy to increase, downchannel. Hence du/dy will not becone Iow
enough to cause slow shear flow and a "body" section cannot form.
The decreasing flow depth re6ion will sinply be bounde<l

downchannel by an end-wave or head, anrr wilr nerge upchanner with
a uniforn flow region of Iower, uniforn concentration (Fig.23).

9.3.2 Grain Motion - Velocity profiles and path_lines
Figure 24 shows that, in the upper part of the flow, the

velocitv gradient iu the bodv is less than that in the tail,
while in the lower part of the flow the opposite is true. It is
interesting that the point in the profile at which the locar
velocity equals the nean velocity is at the saue height above the
bed in both body and tail regions. By idealising these profiles
sonewhat (Fig.37) it is seen that the near-bed velocity gradient,
and hence bed shear stress, nust be greater beneath the body than
beneath the tail, thus greater scouring of a chanrel bed can be
expected duriilg the passage of the head and body of a debris flow
than during passage of the tai1.

The considerable scatter in the points frou which the
velocity profiles are drawn, and the very laborious procedure of
deriving the profiles fron ,video filn, prevents any theoretical
or enpirical relationships being derived or flow laws being
tested using this data. rn future experinents of this nature
the use of image analysis t-echniqrres should allow sufficient data
on Elrain notion to be collected that such rlerivations and tests
can be rnade.

The very sruall velocity gradient in the upper part of the
body, together with the visual appearance of the surface, enables
one to understand how, in a field situation, a rigid plug flow is
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often reported in debris flows (e.6., Johnson, t9?0). Such a

plug is a characteristic of a flowing Binghan plastic naterial,
and such nodels have been extensively studied in the context of
debris flows (Johneon, 1g?0; Johnson and Rodine, lgg4; gnos,

f9??). The present tests, however, support the conclusion of
rwanoto and Hirano (198r) that slow shear occurs throughout the
body region and no rigid plug is present; the Binghau model is
thus strictly inapplicable, as was earlier deduced fron the
existence of roll-waves resulting from free-surface instability.
Rigid-body effects do not occur in debris flows and cannot be

invoked to explain their characterittics

The lack of a rigid plug seems at first surprising since, at
the concentrations ueasured in the flow body, the grain naes

there could be expected to resist shearing to a significant
extent by virtue of the considerable intergrannular friction
present. close observations of grains in notion i.n this reEion
showed a significant anount of high-frequency, srnall araplitude
up-and-down uotion, probably the result of vibrational energy

being transnitted fron the underlyinEi hi6h-shear region. Such

vibration is known to reduce the internal friction very

considerably (Davies, lgSZ; Bjerrun el- al, f96f), hence the
shear strength of thg grain nass becones very snall and the nass

shears i.n response to quite low stresses.

The perturbations shown by grain paths in the tail region
certainly indicate the presence of turbulent eddies i.n the flow,
probably generated in the higher shear region close to the bed.

Tbese in thernselves' however, do not rnean that flow in the tail
is not laninar, because the viscosity of the grain-fluid nix is
still sufficient to danp out the eddies very rapidly, thus flow
is doninated by viscosity and is laninar, The pathlines do
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indeed show that following a uajor transverse excursion a grain
path rapidly becoles Linear again.

The only perturbations shown by grain paths in the wave body
are close to or below the nean velocity height, which is in fact
a region of quite rapid shear. rn the slow shear region of the
upper body grain paths are alnost purely linear.

9.3.3 Concentration Variatione:

The lack of distinct changes of grain concentration
correeponding with the changes of velocity gradient and flow type
in the wave probably results fron the sarpling rethod uged to
neasure grain concentration. Bach point concentration fron
which the curves of Fig.28 were drawn represents an average
neasured over an area I cn high by S cn long, hence any sharp
variations at a scale snarler than this will be obscured. There

is also sone possible inprecision or inconsistency in assigning
grains which lie across the boundary between two areas to one of
those areas, and it is possible that in soüe cases grains lying
in a plane sonewhat distant fron a sidewall nay have been counted
i ncorrect I y.

Relatively low grain concentrations at the bed and surface
of grain flows (e.g., Savage, 1984) and sinulations (CanpbelI and

Brennen, 1985) have often been reported. At the bed the
inability of grains to penetrate the solid eurface, plus the very
high shear rate and hence very enerEetic grain cor.risions, causes

a low concentration. Close to, and at, the flow surface the
overburden pressure is low or zero and grains are able to
disperse nuch nore easily than is the case lower in the flow,
hence again concentration is lower here also.
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The decrease in grain concentration towards the rear of the
wave corresponds to the observed change in flow state fron slow
seni-rigid shearing at the front to nore rapid, fluid shear at
the tail, The highest concentrations occur in the head, in
spite of the sonewhat higher grain velocities here as shonn by
path-lines (r'i9.26), and nust be associ.ated wi.th the highry non-
uniforn grain flow conditions there. No explanation of
processes in the head region is offered here, but this region is
clearly of great inportance to the size and shape of waves. The

6radtar decrease of grain concentration towards the rear of the
tail corresponds to an increase in the nean velocity gradient as

the flow depth decreases, which of these factors are causes and

which are effects is not yet clear.

9.3.4 Flow Re{ions:

The regions of the wave in which different types of flow
occurred were visually quite distinct, which together with the
obvious changee of velocity profile between the body and tail
inplies that quite sharp transitions separate the flow regions
rather than nore gfradual and continuous changes.

In the slow shear flow of the upper body it was noticeable
that grains in notipn tended to forn quite long chains, 5 to l0
grains Iong, aligned often at a noderate angle (- 20o) to the
channel bed. Such a phenonenon has been predicted by Savage
(1984) in dry glrain flow and has been observed by carnpbell and

Brennen (1985) in a sinulation of dry grain fIow, and its
appearance in the slow grain*in-fluid shear here nay have

significant inplications for the theory of grain flows.
Knowledge of slow shear flows such as occur in this region

has been surnnarised by Tttz{ln et al ( lg83 ) . The two nost
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pronising approaches to analysis of slow shear flows are by way

of plasticity theory and of kinenatic nodelling, but there is as

yet no general agreenent on the basic principles of thi.s type of
flow. Severe experimental difficulties have been experienced in
trying to study slow shear flow, and it nay well be that the
moving-bed channel principle offers an opportunity to observe the
phenonenon nore easily than has previously been the case.

The high-shear zone underlying the slow shear region is a

necessary transition, given that there is at the bed a layer of
grains which has a low velocity relative to the bed. The

thickness of the high-shear layer is consistently close to 25 rnn

or 5 to 6 grain dianeters, a factor which has been found to occur
in other studies (Ttlzltn g.! al, 1983) and for which a theoretical
explanation has been proposed (Bridgewater, lgg0). The nechanics

of flow in this laver are presunably quite different to those of
tbe upper body region, with a very high shear rate close to the
bed in whi.ch grains collide rather than sliding gently past each

other' Depending on grain concentration and shear rate, flow in
this region eould be macroviscous, transitional or inertial, or
all of these regines could occur successively as the bed is
approached from above.

The tail of the'r.rave, as has been nentioned, is a region of
fluid-like flow, and the verocity profires are reniniscent of
laninar flow. The surface of the flow is disturbed by

norentarily protruding grains and try sone waviness due to roll-
waves entering the region fron upchannel.

The head is a region of strongly nonuniforn flow in which
grains nove down towards the bed before being rapidly accelerated
upchannel by the notion of the bed. Grain notion in the head is
strongly influenced by intergranular friction as affecterl by the
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surface tension of the Pore f1uid, since the "free surface" of

the pore ftuid is sone distance below the €rain surface, and it

is known that a nass of danp grains clin€s toEether significantly

as a result of surface tension. The sane phenonrenon nay affect

the surface layer of grains in the body, since here also the

fluid level is below the grain surfacel thus the lack of shear

apparent in this layer when viewed fron above could be caused by

the real shear strendth of the layer due to surface tension'

This effect would not be present in a field debris flow' It ig

therefore possible that the lack of sidewall friction effects

deduced fron the lack of lateral variation of velocity in the

surface layer does not apply lower down in the flow where no

surface-tension related shear strength can be Present'

9. 3.5 Behaviour qf l.alg-e _gr.ei!s-:

lfhen 8 ll! dia[eter Erains are present within a shearing body

of 4 nn dianeter grains, there is a strong tendency for the large

5rains to be carried up to the surface of the flow' and thence

forward to the front of the flow by the hi8lher surface velocity'

if the flow depth is less, than about 25 rnrn. l{ith a deeper flow

than this, the tendency is very much weaker. Hence in shallow

waves the large grains ac'cunulate at the front of the wave,

whereas in deeper waves they are more or less unj.fornly dispersed

throughout the flow.

It seens likely that this behaviour nay be related to the

variations of flow type present between deep and shallow waves.

A shallow wave, less than about 25 mn deep' does not exceed the

depth of the high shear zone (about 6 grain dianeters) which

underlies any slow shear zone, so no slow shear zone is present

and the wave consists only of a head and a tail' Hence as goon
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as a large girain noves rearwards from the head close to the bed

it experiences a tendency to riee through the fluid flow and does

so, rapidly reaching the surface and beingi convected back to the

front of the wave again. In a deeper wave, by contrast, there

will be a slow-shear body reE:ion present behind the head, through

which a large grain will find it nore difficult to rise, and Buch

a Srain is thus able to travel Duch farther back in the wave

before reaching the surface.

The reason for a large grain to tend to rise to the surface

when in a body of snaller shearing graina has been suggested by

Bagnold (1956) and Takahashi (f978) to be the excess dispereive
pressure experienced by a larger girain in inertial shearing

conditions, which will tend to force the graio in the direction

of decreasing shear rate, that is, towards the surface.

A kinetic sieving process which causes grain segregation

independently of flow regime has also been suggested by several

authors, mosE recently by Suwa, 0kuda and Ogawa (1983, 1985),

and has been demonstrated in simulations of oi1-shale flows by

hralton (1983). Wood (1986) staEes Ehar in a flow of granular

solids any difference in grain properties is 1ike1y to cause

differential grain motion and hence segregaEion, and describes a

process similar to kine'tic sieving: tiDuring vibraEion any upward

movement of the larger grains will result in fines entering the

space beneath, a process which ultinately drives the larger

particles to the surface.tt In the present grain flows such a

process could clearly occur more easily in the rapid-shear areas

than in Ehe semi-rigid slow shear zone of the upper body.
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Pield studies of the notion of large rocks in rlebris flows

show that their dianeter can be of the sarne order as the flow

depth (Oliferov, 1970; it is not explained how flow depth was

neasured) and that they do pg! appear only at the front of a flow
(Watanabe and lkeya, f985). On this basis one can only say that

there is a certain probability of the front of a debris flow

containing large boulders, and that this probability will

increase as the boulder size in a flow of given depth increases.

lhis,point is inportant since the inpact force due to a nudflow

can be increased by a factor of six or so if boulders are present

at the front of the flow (t{atanabe and Ikeya, 1985).

9.3.6 ChanFes of Intergranular Fluid_Viscosity;

The use of fluid of increased viscosity had no effect on the

body or tail geonetry of a grain-fluid wave, althouEh the

irredularity of Erain notion in the tail was noticeably reduced

and a layer of Srain-free fluid was present at the surface of the

tail. The head, however, was much shallower in slope and hence

nuch longer than with lower viscosity fluid. Since the

upchannel force generated by this head to balance the downchannel

force due to the tail is essentially the sane as with a lower

viecosity fluid (siirce the tail shape is the same), then the

intergranular friction in the viscous-fluid head nust be lower

because a larger volune of grains is involved. Hence the nature

of the pore fluid does affect the grain stresses in the type of

shear occurring in the head.

9.3.7

The head of

is nuch steeper

Wave with a l{et Downchannel Bed:

a nornal

than that

wave riding over a dry downchannel bed

of a wave on a wet downchannel bed.
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This is because the wet channel wave has a higher water content

at the base of the head, and again reduced intergranular

friction, in this case due to reduced surface tension forces

holding grains together, requiring a larger volune of grains to
provide the force necessary to balance the downchannel tail

force,

9.3.8 Slu( Input:

The najor result of the slug input tests is that the slug

noves upchJnnel until it has accunulated enough water to be able

to flow with respect to the bed at the bed velocity. llhen first

introduced, the slug lasg is so concentrated that such flow is

inpossible, and only when lirain packing has been reduced by the

presence of pore fluid does the nass begin to flow.

A sinilar effect was noted when a uase of lirains was added

to an equilibriun wave; the added grains forled a bulge in the

wave that loved upehannel until enough water had been accurulated

to reduce the grain concentration to that of a nornal "body" or

section, whereupon steady gtate conditions nere re-

established.

I O . IIIIPLICAT IONS FOR I}BDRIS FLOTIS:

The experinents described herein ehow lany sililarities

between the grain-fluid waves and debris flow waves observed in

the field. It is clear that the experinents give indications as

to the nature of aspects of debris flow behaviour and processes

which are difficult to study in field situations, such as

veloeity profiles and zones of different flow types. It is

irportant to realise, however, that the experinental situation is

at best an analo{y of a field debris flow, not a theoretically
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justified nodel, and it is therefore not wise to extrapolate

results fron the laboratory to the field unless there are strong

independent indications that the extrapolation is legitimate.

Bven if this is the case, the laboratory waves are very idealised

in that they travel at constant velocity relative to the bed in a

uniforn channel and are unchangindi in shape and size with tine -

all characteristics that are unlikely to occur in the field.

Nevertheless, the behaviour and nature of the laboratory

waves have sone significant iuplications for inproving the

understanding of debris flons, and these are now discussed.

(a) Probably the rost significant Eeneral iuplication is that

the occurrence end uaior characteristics of debris flow waveg can

be explained on the basig of the shearing of large grains in an

intergranular fluid slurry' and that the nature of Lhis slurry

does not strongly affect the wave behaviour so long as shearing

of the large graina is racroviscous. Thus, provided the slurry

density and apparent viscosity are sufficiently large, it does

not natter whether the slurry behaves as a Newtonian' Binghar or

power-law fluid; wave behaviour is controlled by the large grains.

In particular, the najor features of the experinental waves -

their evolution, shape, size, velocity distribution and reaction

to various stiruli - result fron the shearing behaviour of the

large grains, and it is inplied that the sane will be true of

field debris flows.

One obvious objection to this inPlication is the existence,

in both field and laboratory situations (Engelund and Wan' lg84)

of pulsin4; hyperconcentrated nudflows without any coarse graine

presert. In this case the flow behaviour, which is superficially

siuilar to that of debris flows, is controlled by the fine

naterial. Consideration of the rheology of both nudflow and
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debris flow raterials allows this point to be reaolved. Bngelund
and lfan (rgB4) show theoreticalry that puleing flow wirl occur in
a fluid r+hieh has a static yield stress higher than the trinirur
shear stress which occurs during flow (Fig.3g). Thus a bentonite
clay slurry, in which this criterion was satisfied, floned with
pulses while a kaolinite slurry, in which it was not, did not.
rn a flow containing coarse greins it is very likely that this
criterion will be satisfied because the strees required to get a

nass of grains in notion fron a static packing state is less then
that needed to uaintain the notion when the grains have been

slightly dispersed by lotion. This behaviour was reported by

ukraincik (r980) in a studv of the rheology of freeh concrete and

has previously been suggested by Davies (fgg5). The corlon
factor in the behaviour of fine-grained rudflowg and coarse_
grained debris flows is thus the yield strees and low shear-rate
behaviour. hlhere coarae naterial is present in high
concentrations this doainates the flow and causes pulsing; when

it is not, only those slurries with appropriate rheolo6y will
pulse (Anderson et. al, f969). In practice, lost debris flow
slurry uaterial seens !o behave in a nanner sirilar to kaolinite
and cannot cause pulsingi flow without the preeence of coarse
grains. The criterion' of Bngelund and llan (fgg4) refers only'to
the ability of the flow to cease noving altogether, forring a

terporary dan which is later renobilised as a pulse or rrave; the
explanation of pulsing flow based on the instability of
nacroviscoue flow proposed earlier requires only that tbe flow
velocity reduces, and does not therefore explicitly invorve the
yield stress. Both explanations are probably equivalent in nany
practical situations, and are in effect both siuilar to the
concept of grain.ialrnin6 as a contributor to rapid anprification
of an initial non-unifornity caused by non-depositing f1ow.
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Fig. 38

Rheology of pulsing flow material.
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(b) It has been shown earlier that the forn (Iongitudinal

section), surface appearance and surface velocity of debris flows
correspond at least qualitatively with those of the laboratory
waves. This allows the proposition that the uaxirun height of a

debris flow wave is Iinited by the sane factor that linite the
laboratory wave height, nanely the value of du/dy below which slow
shear flow occurs. rf this is the sane in both situations at
du,ldy = 1llsec. - field data (Mizuyaua and Uehara, I9g0) sug6ests

that this nay be approxireately true - then
" u = ll H (10)

where H is the naxinuu wave height and v the uean flow velocity.
rf in addition an empirical depth-velocity relationship for debris
flows is available (e.g., Mizuyala and Uehara, lgg0; Hungr et al,
1984; Costa, 1984), then the two equations can be solved
sinultaneously to give Iiniting values of v and H. Knowing H,

the wave shape for various volunes of flow naterial can be

predicted knowing the channel bed slope and assuning that the tail
surface slopes at 7o to the horizontal. ßven thoug;h this nethod
of prediction is extrenely approxinate, any estirate for Il is of
value in assessinlf the potential danage fror a debris flow. rt
rust be eaphasised again, however, that the unsteady behaviour of
real debris flow wavös will differ qualitatively fron that
predicted on the above basis - for exanple, if a wave is forced to
slow down due to an obstacle in the channel, the stearly flow
theory predicts that the wave height will decrease; in fact,
during the deceleration the wave will becone higher due to faster-
noving naterial accunulating fron upstreao.

(c) The prospect for developing a straightforward and realistic
analytical explanation of debris flows is not good. Bven the
highly sinplified and idealised experinental waves described
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herein involve processes (e.6., slow shear flow) which cannot at

present be described analytically, hence the field situation, with

unsteady flow, changintl wave shape, irregular channel and a wide

range of grain sizes and shapes' seens fundanentally quite

unapproaehable at present. However, the present work at leaet

allows one to appreciate the nature of this conPlexity and to

better judge the appropriateness of sirnplified predictive nethods.

Such rethods, then' nust be developed if prediction of debris

flow hazards is to be rationally possible. Being non-fundatental

they uust be based on Sood field data describing debris flow

behaviour, and this ie an area in which a concerted effort is

needed if substantial Progress is to be rnade. As stated in the

Introduction, field data is extrenely difficult to collect' but

the techniques developed at Jiangiia (ti et aI, 1983) and llt

Yakedake (Okuda et al' 1980) can yield high-qualitv' if

restricted, deecriptions of field events. Pierson (1985)

describes a ginilar leasurinSl station and discusses the probleue

involved in setting up and running such a facility' including the

use of in-channel pressure sensors from which a vertical velocity

profile could be inferred. . one technique which does not appear

to have been attenpted in debris-flow channels is the use of

previously-buried vertical 'scour cbains to indicate the naxinun

depth of scour and eubsequent fill which occurs during the passage

of a debris flow. In gravel-bed rivers these have been ueed very

successfully, but their recovery following a debris flow uust be

nuch nore problenatical. Given that there is extrerne uncertainty

about the location of the base of fluid flow durin6 a debris flow,

however, and the absence of any other possibility of obtaining

such infornation, the use of scour chains should be atteopted.
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(d) rn view of the successes achieved in granular lechanics by

conputer sinulations of grain flow situations (CampbelI and

Srennen, 1985i lfalton, 1983) it is tenpting to suggeet that this
technique, which is at present in its infancy, has considerable
potential for predictin6 the notion and characteristics of field
debris flows. The basis of such sinulations lies in calculating
individual grain uotions following collisions, and keeping account

of these notions for a Iarge nunber of grains. The nulber of
ealculati.ons involved is very large, but the calculations

thenselves are relatively sinple. The rost inportant advantage

of this technique lies in the potential for addingl to the basic
nethod such conplications as exiet in field eituations, e.g.,
irreguLar channel boundaries, irreEular grains, ete, To date,

coroputer sinulations have been restricted to two-dilensional
situations and dry flows and extension to three dilensions would
greatly increase the conputer nenory requirelente without however

couplicating; the corputational procedure unduly. It does not

aeeü unreasonable to envisage such a einulation of a reaeonably

realistic debris-flow situation colprising irregiularly-ehaped

coarse grains of a rangle of sizes shearing in a dense slurry in an

irregular channel, given the very rapid developlents in conputer

technology which have occurred in the past few years.

I I . coNcLUs IoNs :

11.1 The occurrence and behaviour of puleing debris flows

results fron the presence of high concentrations of

coarse graine shearing in a dense, viscous slurry of

fine grains in water.
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11.2 The occurrence of macroviscous grain shearing conditions

is associated with the onset of the nain features of

debris flows' i.e., pulsind flow and the transPort of

larde boulders.

11.3 The instability of nacroviscous flow causes the flow to

break up into a series of pulses or waves; this Process

is assisted by the tendency of coarse llrains to jar at

high concentrations. These waves can Propagate into

larger channels by free-surface instability causing the

very larEe etevea reported fron China.

11.4 The najor features of debris flow waves are present also

in the stall-scale waves of P.V.C. Srains in water

reported herein.

ll.5 The hei8ht of a steady-state debris flow wave ie lirited

by the occurrence of slow shear flow when the rean

velocity gradient in a vertical reaches a lower critical

value which nay be of the order of l0 or less.

ll.6 ilore than one type of flow is present within a debrie

flow wave; even in the eiuple, idealised waves of the

experirents the presence of slow shear flow makes

analysis very difficult, and it aPPears that no

analytical solirtion for debris flow Problens ie feasible

at present. The nost prouisingi future prospect for

"analytical" prediction seems to be conputer sirnulation

on a grain-by-8rain basis.

11.? At present, Prediction of the hazards to be expected

fron debris flows nust be based on enrpirical field data.

There is a severe shortage of such data' and it is a

natter of urgency that strenuous efforts be made to

inprove the quality and quantitv of the data available.
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ll.8 The noving-bed channel used for the present teste is an

extrenely useful way of studying wave phenonena and is
ideal for the honogeneous non-depositing character of
debris flows.
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APPBND I X:

Bulk Ilensity of Slurry-GraLn Mixtures:

The bulk raterial of a debrie-flow eorprisee coarge 6rains
in a slurry of fine graing in tüater (Fid.At). Considering a

given volure of nixture, the total volure of coarse graina ia
TO, of fine grains is {" and of water is Vr. fhe total
lixture volule is V, so that the volure concentration of
coerae graine is

CU = tO/V

and the oolur" concentration of fine grains raking up the
slurry is

C" = V"/(V"+V") = yel(V-VU)

lhe density of both coarse and fine golids is 2.65 T,ur3.

The bulk density T of the rixture ie

2.65v.+2.65v +YDaw
7 v

2.65 Cr + 2,65

YYaw
v tY

Norr Y g

Y

vs +Y

Y-(Ys+{b)

(Ys + vb)
1-

Y=

- (ar)

(v _ vb)
- cs -y

- (82)

- (ca)

+l
v +vst{

cs(l - cb)

-cs

Aleo V

so that

Y

Y s
l- {

v
w

Y- -C5

= 1-

= 1-
cB(l-cb)-cb
c +cc. -c.aabb
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Fig.Al
Constituent materials of debris
f low slurry-grain mixture.

Subgtituting (2) and (3) in (l):

I = 2.65 Cb + 2.65 C6(l - Cb) + I - Cb - C" * C"Cb

= Cb(2.65 - 2.65ca - I + Cs) + Cs(2.65 - l) + I

= cb(1.65 - 1.65C6) + l.65Cs + I

...X = t.65(cU+C"(1 -cb))+l

Giving CO and C" their naxinul conceivable values of 0.?

for natural raterial gives T = 2.50, which colpares with the

laxirun recorded field value of 2.53 (Costa, 1984),

The total volule concentration of solids in water

cr vb * {" = tb * v" = cb * cs(l - co) fron (2).

v

0.7, cT = 0.9I.

t

Hence with Cb = C, =

Also T = 1.65 C, +
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